WE'D LIKE TO HEAR.. FR..OM YOU
&alms of Arkania: Star Trail weaves you through an intense world based on Germany's most
acclaimed role-playing system, Das Schwarze Auge. As you adventure through Arkania, take note
of things you like, features that just don't seem to cut it or areas that can be improved. Then, drop
us a line. We want to be the best.

Star Trail Suggestions
Sir-tech Software, Inc.
P.O. Box 245
Ogdensburg, NY 13669

HotNew Sir-techProducts!
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Realms of Arkania: Star Trail Speech Pack - Get everything! If you have the disk
version of Star Trail, this add-on speech pack will bring Star Trail to blazing life! Hard drive. Supports AdLib,
SoundBlaster and popular sound cards, 3.5" High Density .. ..... ... ....... ......................... ... .. ............. $19.95

Jagged Alliance - Take a new & exciting approach to role-playing with the best of strategy and roleplaying combined! I 00% digital speech and incredible sound effects, rich & detailed 3D modeled animations
and a stunning musical score bring you to the island of Metavira. Hire and maintain a group of mercenaries
and strategically plan your approach to regain control of the island! Overhead perspective, a unique blend
of real-time & phased combat and a true point & click interface are only a fraction of the features ! With finetuned artificial intelligence, Jagged Alliance uses a non-linear game design to provide rich and replayable mindblowing fun! VGA, Hard drive. Supports Roland, AdLib, SoundBlaster and popular sound cards. Specify
fonnat: CD-ROM, 3.5" High Density. AvAILABLE SooN
···· $79.95 CD-ROM, $69.95 3.5 Disks"

Jagged Alliance Speech Pack- Add on to the intense world ofMetavira! Additional effects
for the mercenaries and speecb for your cinematics! Hard drive. Supports AdLib, SoundBlaster and popular
sound cards, 3.5 " High Density. A VA!LABLE SooN ·············· ··············· ·· ·· ···· ··· ·· ······················· ········ $19.95

CAMINC Q_UESTIONS?
HINTS HOTLINE SUPPOR..T!
Monday ~ Friday
4:00 - 8:00 p.m. Eastern Time
Weekends and Holidays
Noon - 4:00 p.m. Eastern Time
See Appendix H for more Customer Support Services

Realms of Arkania: Blade of Destiny- The first installment in the Realms of Arkania series
of fantasy role-playing games. Get yourself in on the first floor with this internationally acclaimed system!
Realms features a relaxed style of gaming- no need to map (the system does it for you as you progress) or
take reams of notes. Featuring the basis and core of Germany's #1 role-playing system, you can expect the
level of entertainment and compelling story Sir-tech is known to provide. VGA, IBM Hard drive, Amiga Floppy
and Hard drive, Supports Roland, AdLib, SoundBlaster and popular sound cards. Specify disk size:
3.5" or 5.25" ................ ... ............ ...... ... ..... .. ............... ............................ .. .. ......... ... ... ........ .. ... .. ...... . $39.95
Wizardry Trilogy 1 - Witness the evolution of the software industry through the frrst three
Wizardry scenarios. Proving Grounds of the Mad Overlord, Knight of Diamonds and Legacy ofLiylgamyn.
A perfect companion piece to the Trilogy 2! Specify disk size: 3.5" or 5.25" Low Density......... . $49.95
Wizardry Trilogy 2 - Heart of the Maelstrom, Bane of the Cosmic Forge and Crusaders of the Dark
Savant, all award-winning games, make up the Wizardry Trilogy 2. Over 500 hours worth of gaming!
Experience each of them! Specify disk size: 3.5 " or 5.25 " ......... ... .... ... ... ... .. ......... ..... .. ................. .. $59.95
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Star Trail application software Copyright© 1994
by Attic Entertainment Software GmbH and Fantasy Productions GmbH.
The Das Schwarze Auge game universe Copyright © 1984-1994
by Schmidt Spiel + Freizeit GmbH.
All logos, printed graphic designs, English manual and other printed materials
Copyright© 1994 by Sir-tech Software, Inc.

Books
Realms of Arkania: Star Trail Clue Book - Maps!

Walk-throughs - everything you
need to know about Star Trail. Written by the lead tester on the project! .............................. ........ $19.95

Realms of Arkania: Blade of Destiny Clue Book -Everything you want to know
about Arkania! This book will unlock even its deepest mysteries! ...... ............ ............ ..... ..... .... .... . $19.95
Jagged Alliance Clue Book- The insider's view ofthe system that makes Metavira tick!

Learn
how to master mercenaries, eani their favors and improve their performance. Tricks only the development
team could know! A vAILABLE SooN ...................... .............. ................ ..... ... ... .. .... ........... ............. ..... $19.95

:"flrightsreserved. Nopartofthissoftwareorprintedmaterialmaybereproducedinanyway,ortransmitted,
m an~f~rm ~r by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or otherwise without prior
pe~lon m writing from the publisher, except by reviewers, who may quote brief written passages to be
printed or quoted in a magazine, newspaper, radio or television.

Crusaders of the Dark Savant Clue Book - The huge book that unlocks the most
challenging fantasy role playing game ever! Get the hints and the answers with maps, messages, monsters
and an items list! .... .................... .. ....... .. ..... ........ .................. .. ........ ... .. ........ .... ............ .................... $19.95

RealmsofArkania®18
· a regu;tere
·
d trademark ofSir-tech Software, Inc. Other trademarked or copyrighte d

Bane of the Cosmic Forge Clue Book- The book that tells all!

names.are the property oftherr· m
· d'lVI'dua1owners and use of such names without mention of trademark
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tatus 18 not a challenge to that status.

Interviews with the author
and NPCs, maps, messages, monsters and an items list! A must-have for the Bane player. It will. tell you
everything you need to know to win! ............ ........ ............ .. ... ..... ........... .. ..... .. ........................... .... $12.95

Heart of the Maelstrom: Quick Hints Guide - Complete maps and step-by-step
directions ..... ... .. ..... ............ .... ......... ........ ....... .... .................. .. .. ........ ................... ... .. ...:... ...... .. ,,, ,,,.,.,. $6.95

Wizardry "Dragon" T -Shirt- Wear the orig!nal Wizar~y dragon! Never before released
.
the Wizardry "dragon" T -shirt is available! The shirt features Its dragon namesake along With the
1
pu b) ICy,
.
.
.
.
famous Wizardry logo. (Specify size; Lor XL, 4 to 6 weeks delivery) .......................................... $17.9 5

J

Wizardry "Dragon" ac~et - P~eviously rel~ased only to memb~rs of the developm~nt learn
and select industry reviewers, tbe W1~ardry Jacket,~akes ~~.s debut to t~e p~biic! This exclusive Jacket is
emblazoned with unmistakable embroidery (not an rron on ) -the classic Wizardry dragon and logo across
its back. A zip up front and inner-lin~ng ~ill keep you warm on those c~illy castle mornings. A must have
for any Wizardry fan . (Black; Specify size Lor XL; 4 to 6 weeks delivery)
Quantities of this item are limited. A call ahead is recommended. .......... .. ................. ................. $89.95

TM

Wizardry Hat- The most recognized name in role playing, Wizardry, is featured, complete with sword,
on this white baseball cap. A perfect compliment to any outfit! (4 to 6 weeks delivery) ................ $9.95
Dark Savant Poster - A brilliant full-color reproduction print of the acclaimed and mysterious
Crusaders of the Dark Savant box cover. Measuring 16" by 23 3/4" before framing, it'll give any room that
medieval spirit (while supplies last)! ..................... ....... .. ........................................... ... .... ..... ..... ... ... $6.50
Order Form
Price

Description

• Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery of
T -shirts, jackets or hats.
• AU amounts in US DoUars.
• All prices are subject
to change without notice.

Qty

Total

Subtotal _ _ _ _ __
Shipping & Handling (see below) _ _ _ _ __
Subtotal _ _ _ _ __
NYS Residents add 7% Sales Tax _ _ _ _ __
Total _ _ _ _ __

SHIPPING & HANDLING CHARGES- PER ITEM
To USA
Canada
Overseas
Wizardry T-Shirts/Jacket each ............................ $4.00 .. ................. .. ...... $5 .00 ....... .... ............ $16.00
Trilogy Software each ...... .......... .. .................. .. .... . 6.00 .. .... ....................... 7.00 ............ ........ ..... 10.00
Software or Clue Books each ........ .... .... ................ 4.00 .. ....................... .. .. 5.00 .......... ................ . 8.00
Posters each ................................ .. .... .................... 2.50 ............ .......... ....... 3.50 .... .......... .. .. ......... 3.50
Heart Clue Book each .
2 00
3 00
3 00
Item

Onkr 2 or more items and take HV r off~ om· total shipping and handling cost! Diswunt applies
ONL\ to shipping and handling total and not to )>!'()ducts pm-chascd m· sales tax.

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____
Addre-ss

Method ofPayment
•SORRY, NO C.O.D.•
D Visa D MasterCard D Check/M.Order
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Mail ~i~orm to: Sir-tech Software Order, P.O. Box 245, Ogdensburg, NY 13669

-----~--...;;.;..:;::::.:...;C:;::a~r:!!d Orders Only- Call Sir-tech's Sales Office at 1-800-447-1230
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SELECTIN~

THE LEVEL OF PLA.Y

You've installed Star Trail on your computer and are off to Arkania. Before you
begin, though, you'll have a choice of the level of game you'd like to play. Ranging
from "sit back, we'll take care of everything" to "what program... weren't you
calculating that?", Star Trail allows you to select a level ofplaymostfittingwith your
role playing preference.
The two levels of play are Novice and Advanced. You can switch modes at any
time during game play.

Novice: The Novice level is designed for garners who want to enjoy the
game play but don't want to juggle all the statistics that are common to
role playing games.
Advanced: The Advanced level offers you complete control over your
characters' statistics, skills and magic, allowing you to custom tailor your
party. While this process of fine tuning takes time, it allows you to craft
a party to your exact, personal tastes.
Once you select the game mode, you'll be off to the Temple ofPeraine inKvirasim.
Some people like to create their own parties. Others prefer to play with ready-made,
pregenerated characters. Whatever your preference, Star Trail has it. There are
four different methods, or routes, you may follow to get your party together and off
to adventure. Each is covered in Appendix A: Generation.
You may also import characters from Realms of Arkania: Blade of Destiny.
Instructions are included on the reference card.

NOVI~ E
A.ND I

,.

ADVA.NCED
MODE

/'

VISITING
TEMPLES

AR..RJVJNc; AT THE TEMPLE

A~~IVJN~ AT THE TEMPLE

Entering the world of Arkania, your first stop is the Temple ofPeraine inKvirasim.
You'll see a screen similar to the one below. From here, you can create characters,
run with the pregenerated party or perform any of the other temple options. If this
is your first time playing a Realms ofArkania scenario, we recommend you explore
the basic world and its options with the pregenerated party just to get a feel for things.
When you're comfortable, you may decide to create your own party.

To save your game, load a game or exit to reality, select the Disk options.
To save a game, click on an existing save game name and then click on
the "S" disk. If you haven't already made a save game, or just don't want
to save over any existing files, select the "New" icon. Before saving, you can add
notes about the particular save by clicking and typing in your information in the gray
text box. To load a game, click on the game's name and the "L" disk. To head
out of Star Trail, click on the "Skull."

Like temples throughout Arkania, the Temple of Peraine offers your party a rest
from its adventure, a chance to kick back, have a word or two with a deity, and if
the stars are right, your characters might even benefit from a miracle.
Save
Info

Names

Save a
Load
New Game

Save Existing
Game

Exit to DOS

Ifyou prefer to play Arkania with your own characters, select the Generate
Character option. Complete information on character generation is in
Appendix A: Generation.

SELECTING
THE ICONS
ADD~EH

DISK
OPTIONS

You can select and activate any icon by left clicking on it. All icon functions can
also be selected by right clicking anywhere to bring up the options menu.

lli1l!\l

THE
PR.IEST OR.
PR.IESTEH

Having been around Arkania for quite some time, keepers of temples can
!fBli offer your party lots of information about the surrounding area and the
world you've arrived in. To speak with them, select this option. Complete
information on non-player character (NPC) encounters is contained in the
Arkania's Residents section of this manual (page 32) .

ADD
CH A.R.ACTE R.S

If you've created some characters and want to add them to your party,
select this option. At most, a party can have six members, so you may need
to remove some pregenerated characters first. As you're playing the game,
you can also use this option to add characters that you may have left at other temples.
Of course, to add them, you'll need to be in the temple where you left them.
To remove characters or NPCs from your party, select this option followed
by a character. Ifyou wish to play with characters you've created, you may
need to remove the pregenerated group to make room for your own.

To make room in your roster for more characters, select the Erase Character
option. If you erase a character, they're gone for good (probably spending
their days fishing on the Mississippi or something).
While the temple priests and Arkania's gods can't help you win the lottery,
they may give your characters some divine intervention every now and
again. Naturally, parties who, uh, return the favor in coin and characters
who worship a temple's particular deity have the best chance of success.
Overall, though, miracles are a fairly rare occurrence.
Party members who wish to donate to their deity (or those hoping to bribe,
er, persuade a miracle or two) may select this option to do so.
To leave the temple, select this option. Ifyou've just begun the game, you'll
soon find yourself on the streets ofKvirasim.

•
•
••

I

ER.A.SE A

I

CHA.R.AC;H~
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I·

MAIN PLAY

SC~EEN

MAIN PLAY SCR..EEN

Stepping out into the sunshine and fresh air, your party looks around and takes in
all they have yet to explore. Welcome to Kvirasim. As you travel this town, like
any other town, the screen and options below will be your guide.

Main Window

The Play options allow you to get at the nuts and bolts of the Star Trail system.
Depending on your location and status in the game, you may or may not have all
the options available to you.
If a member of your party is too ill to travel or if a crawlspace allows only
one at a time, select Split Party followed by the characters who will break
off from the main group. When you opt to split your group, keep in mind:

Game Options,
Diary & Credits

1.
Time

Play
Options

2.
3.
4.
5.

You can control only one group at a time.
Characters in the non-active group have shaded portraits and names.
Time passes simultaneously for the separate teams.
You can join parties only when they are both at the same, exact location.
In the automap mode, the team you're not with appears as a blue circle.

I

To join together two or more groups who are at the same location, select the
Join Parties option.

jOIN

NPC

Player
Party Members

Life Points (Green)
Astral Points (Red)

Through the Main Window, you'll see everything around you. Moving the mouse
pointer up, down or to the sides shows you the directions you may travel, and a left
click will get you on your way. Pressing HoME or END allows you to look up and
down, and the SPACEBAR tells Star Trail to "look" a bit more closely at something.
SPACEBAR also opens doors and allows you to perform logical tasks at certain locales.
CH)...JV>-CH~

PO~TJV>-ITS

All characters in your party have their own icons that show their most important
attributes. Besides their name, life and astral points, the icons also allow you to move
and review characters. (Information about characters is in Appendix A, Band C.)
Moving a character: Click and drag a character's portrait to another
character's portrait. The two will change places.
Reviewing a character: Double click on their portrait.

NPC
PLA.YE~

DIAKY

Sometimes, for reasons of his or her own, a non-player character (NPC) may wish
to join your party for a stretch of adventure. When you have such an NPC along,
his or her icon will appear here. (For more information on NPC's see the Arkania's
Residents section of the manual on page 32.)

StarTrail's diary tracks your adventure, and allows you to insert your own notes as

When your party is split, click the Next Party icon to switch to your other
party. Ifyour party is split into three or more groups, StarTrail lets you select
the party of your choice.
Forget the reams of paper. Star Trail's advanced Automap feature tracks
your party as they move along. You can also scroll up or down and side to
side using the mouse or the arrow keys.
Highlight
(Double click or
press RETURN to
move your party
to the location ;
single rl;r•lr/o~nn •-key to move the
highlight)

ct"-ME
OPTIONS

4

Game options may be machine specific, and are covered on the reference card.

•

Notes & Info

Your Party
(Red Circle)

By right clicking on the screen or pressing PaUP, the Automap options are available.
Write Entry: Allows you to take notes about the events and people of
the highlighted location. At rrwst, you may have 100 entries on a map.
Move Party: Automatically moves your party to the highlight's location.
While traveling in town, it may be necessary to cast a healing or adventuring spell. Select this option and a character to cast the spell. Next, select
its group and the spell name. {For further information on spells see the
Arcane Lore section of this manual on page 23.)

well. See the Diary options section of this manual for complete information.
After trekking through taverns and wilds, a bit ofshut eye is often needed.
Select the Camp option to bed down. Camp options are covered in the
next section of the manual.

j

P.l>.R.T ES

Info

Team Leader

PLA.Y
OPTIONS

C.l>.IT
SPELL

II

CAMP OPTIONS
make camp at any time, whether in a city, town or traveling by a
Your party can
k
'll h
•
d
Depending
on where you elect to rna e camp, you
ave numerous
streams e ge.
options available to you.
Before hitting the sack, your party typically engages in numerous activities: gathering herbs, replenishing supplies and assigning people to guard
duty. Select Execute Options ("Die! You foul icon!") to do so.

EXECUTE
OPTIONS
TP-.AVEL1Nc;
ONLY
SH
(OU)-~D

DUTY

R£PLEN15H
SUPPLIES
T~VELIN4

ONLY

(4)-THE~

HE~BS

t~VELIN4

ONLY

VSE
TA.LENT
T~EATIN4

AILMENTS

ALCHEMY
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Since sleeping characters are easy prey for looters and other creatures of
the night (or day, depending on your sleep~g ha?its), se~~g gu.ard duty
is an important task. Typically, characters wtth high Intw.t:l~n skills m~ke
the best guards. Star Trail will ask you to assign guards for three d~erent shifts
(although the late shift gets no overtime). Naturally, characters aSSlgned to the
various shifts will not get the full benefits of sleep while guarding.

As your party travels through Arkania's outback, they may use their rations
and drain theirwaterskins dry. Whenever your characters make camp and
you're running low on supplies, it's a good idea to try re~lenishing your
stores. Select Replenish Supplies and a character to do the huntmg. Generally,
characters skilled in Nature and Perception have the best chance of success. Keep
in mind though, you can captain two expeditions in a night, and each character
may hunt only once. If all goes well, though, Star Trail will tell you about the grub
you found; the food and water will be used immediately or stored for future use,
depending on the needs of the team.
Used in every alchemist's potion, herbs are a source ofmagi~al po~er (~d
profit) and are plentiful in Arkania's forests. Se~ecting this op~on, ptck
•
someone to search and send him or her off. While a character s success
depends upon the area searched, those skilled in Herb Lore and Perc~ption.find
herbs more quickly and are generally better at identifying herbs than theu less ~ed
companions. When the character returns, you'll be told of his or her discovenes.
...
...,

While sitting 'round the campfire, your characters survey their wounds
and hope for treat:lnent. By choosing the Use Talent. optio~, a character
may treat others for poison, disease or wounds or pracnce a btt of Alche~y.
Just select a skill to perform, and, if necessary, a person to perform it on. Dependmg
on the skill level of the character, life points may be restored to the wounded, and
the poisoned and diseased may be cured.
Characters wishing to spend their time brewing magic or healing potions may opt
to use the Alchemy skill. To mix potions, the character must have: an alchemy set, all
necessary containers, all necessary herbs and an appropriate recipe. Needless to say, a
solid skill in Herb Lore and Alchemy helps. When your character mixes the brew,
StarTrail will let you know the outcome. Regrettably, if the alchemist puts together
a brew that melts the very jars in which it was concocted, he or she will fail the
attempt, and all ingredients and containers used in the, uh, mix will be lost (after
all, who wants a potion that doesn't work or a flask with residue of "eau de la
attempt" on it?).

CA.MP OPTIONS
Magicians just aren't known for kicking back during leisure times to gossip.
They are not, by the by, interested in PuckBoy the Not-So-Brave's
immensestrugglewithsmall,stuffedShoney®bearorSirJohnofSaranac's
escapades in one of Arkania's taverns. Instead, Magicians use the quiet of camp
to meditate or to empower their wands.

VSE
MA.c;l C

Generally reserved for Magicians and Magiciennes, meditation focuses a character's energy on his or her magic power. Doing so, he or she converts life points (LP)
to astral points (AP). Other magic-using classes who carry at least one dose of
thonnys in their packs may meditate as well.

)'viED llJATE
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Available only to Magicians or Magiciennes, this option allows the magic user to
attempt a transfer of some of his or her astral points to a magical wand. Cloaked
in darkness, the Magician spends hours focusing his mind, his magic and his energy
over the wand until it accepts the spell itself. Taking a lot of time, the transfer of
energy also consumes many astral points, but is permanent once charged. Should
your character choose to cast a wand spell, regardless of success or failure, he or she
will be unable to perform any magic for the remainder of the camp. (For the exact
method of transfer, refer to Arcane Lore on page 23.)
During camp, characters may require healing or the aid of other spells that may give
your party an advantage over the elements. To cast a spell, select this option, a
magically talented character, the spell group and the spell itself. (For further
information on spells, refer to Arcane Lore on page 23.)
PA."-TY I·:

While on route and in camp, your team may split or drop an NPC off at his
or her desired location (oron the side of the road if they armoyyou). Select
Party Options. Just as with Split Party, pick the characters to form the other
group. When you pass by this way again, your characters will be waiting.

OPTION~

Tfl..AVELINC<
ONLY

Rolling out the bedrolls, your party settles in for the night to awaken at 8:00 a.m. (those medieval alarm clocks, you could count on them). Before mf]
opting to Sleep, complete all your other camp business . . . healing,
meditation, setting guard, etc. As your characters sleep, they replenish both astral
and life points. Then again, they may not sleep so well. While sleeping often has
certain restorative properties, it can likewise do damage to unprepared adventurers.
There's nothing like sleeping outdoors in the rain without a blanket or food .

SLEEP

?

Ifyou stopped your journey for one reason or another, selecting Travel On
will continue you on your current route or path. When it's not safe to travel,
at night time for instance, this option is not available.

fl

Tfl..AVEL pN
Tfl..AVEL!Nc;
ONLY I

If you weren't really tired after all, but merely wanted to check the status
of your pillows, this option will return you to your adventure.

B"-EA.K
CA.M.P

Hey, just like us, your characters get into bedtime routines. Select Execute
Former Options to repeat your last selections for gathering herbs, replenishing supplies and guard duty.

EXfCUH
FO "-ME"OPTIONS
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"OUT AND ABOUT" OPTIONS

DI.A.R..Y OPTIONS
Like StarTrail's Automap feature, its Diary allows you to track your adventures and
even adds notes ofits own for important quests and events. For that reason alone,
it's a good idea to check your diary each morning.

Write Entry
Print
Search
Previous
Page
Next Page
Leave Diary

WRITE
ENT~Y

P~INT

SEA.~CH

P~EVIOUS

&.

NEXT PA.CE

LEA.VE

There's nothing quite like a blank page to inspire the imagination (well, I'm
a writer; of course I'd say that). If the urge to write hits you, select Write
Entry. Star Trail's diary automatically moves to a newpage. There's no limit
to the number of pages you can add, and your creativity will obviously determine
what you write.

r.

Select the Print option to get a hard copy of your entries. StarTrail allows
you to select the range of pages you wish to print. If you prefer to print to
a file, you may choose that setting in the Game Options (see the Reference
Card for further information).

~

II

The diary's powerful Search feature allows you to scope out the entries for
certain persons, particular travels, gods and miscellaneous topics. You can
also search from a listing of all topics or quickJ.y locate your personal entries.
Clicking one direction or another, you can flip the pages to find the entry
that you're looking for or to read over the diary's contents in general. You
can also move to a specific page by pressing PoUP and selecting the#
of Page option.

As you travel through Arkania's cities, you'll come across numerous markets with
a collection of dealers selling all sorts ofwares. From blacksmiths to healers, there's
typically something for every discerning adventurer.
Almost anywhere you go in Arkania, you'll find someone willing to shoot
the breeze. Select the "Hi" icon to initiate conversation. (Conversation
is covered in the Arkania's Residents section of this manual on page 32.)

G

If more than one character needs attention for any particular reason, the
Next Character icon allows you to scroll through your party members,
bringing each to the bargaining table separately.
Once you've decided to a purchase an item or a service from one of •
Arkania's merchants, you'll haggle about the final price you'll pay. When
you select Haggle and a person to do the haggling, your character and the
merchant hash out a fair offer. Of course, a character skilled in Haggle has the best
chance of negotiating a good discount. With the offer made, the vendor mulls it
over, and, depending on your tact, diplomacy and haggling skill, he or she may
accept your offer.
Some merchants may have gigantic inventories. Use the Next and
Previous Page icons to move from shelf to shelf.
After you've had your fill of a shop, select Leave to head back to the streets.
In sub-menus, this icon takes you back to the original menu.

•

Gathering wares from across Arkania, entrepreneurs set up shop in a city hoping to
make a ducat or two off passing adventurers. Much like here on Earth, price and
quality varies business to business, and some shops, typically those that are more
established, are often able to offer a wider selection of goods.
When you enter a shop, select Buy to view and select from the establishment's inventory. When you select an item, Star Trail highlights characters who can use it in green.

liB
~

Cost of Purchases/
Total Funds
Weight of Purchases/
Total Carrying Capacity

To head back to the game, select Leave Diary.

DIA.~Y
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Number of Purchases/
Total Slots Available

Selected
Item's Name

Inventory.

Left click to purchase an item, right click
to return it in ventory.

CENEIQ!o.L
OPTION5
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SELL

If your party's carrying around some extra baggage, the ~erc~ants. in
Arkania may be happy to take it off your hands. Somenmes, as With
•
thering and selling herbs, the trade can even be quite profitable. When
you opt t~:ell your items, you'll see an inventory of your goods along with the price
the merchant's willing to pay you. Like buying items, you and the merchant can
haggle your price once your offerings are complete.
If you're low on cash, you may be able to Pickpocket the merchan_t you're
visiting! Choose Pickpocket to do so. Ifluck is with you, a few of his or her
coins may be yours. But if you get caught ...

PICKPOCKET

EV).LUA.H
).JIIJ'(EM

REP>.IF-. ITEMS

0UT AND ABOUT" OPTIONS

Before you sell an item, you might want to determine its value. To Evaluate an item,
review a character skilled in Evaluating and Use Talent. Next, select Evaluate
followed by an item. He or she will present their best educ~ted guess. Of c_ourse,
some merchants might offer more or less depending on therr own purse stnngs.
That fine two-handed sword you're carrying ... the hilt in one hand, the
blade in the other ... isn't going to do you or your party any good in combat.
Needless to say, such unfortunate incidents are the life's blood of the
blacksmith. To fix broken equipment, select Have an Item Repaired, followed by
the character and the item in question. The smith will look the item over and quote
you a price. Just like other shops, you're free to haggle over it.
Click on the Repair icon again to retrieve your item. Keep in mind that metalwork,
like any trade, is not exacting nor does it happen at the speed of~ght. Y~u may have
to leave your weapon, and there is a chance that upon ret~rrung, you ~find your
sword or armor is beyond repair-or at least beyond the skills of the srmth.

Hf.A.LE~5

U ... EA.T

WOUNDS
T~EA.T

ILLNESS
T~EA.T

POISON
DEPET~IFY

Your Magician's astral points are wiped out, and your most skilled healer is still trying
to shake the arrows out of her pack. It's a tough situation to be in. If a character
lets a wound go for too long, he or she will likely become infected or diseased.
Thankfully, towns throughout Arkania offer t~e services of healers to help you.

!J

•

For characters who have light battle damage (i.e. all limbs still attached) ,
select Treat Wounds, followed by the character.
There are numerous maladies in Arkania. Should one of your characters
require an elixir for his or her condition, select Treat Illness.
Along with wounds and illnesses, many healers can treat poison before it
kills a character. Select Treat Poison to let them work their art.
Statues are wonderful to gaze upon unless the statue in question happens
to be a member of your party. Depetrify attempts to soften things a bit.

When you select an option followed by the afflicted character, the healer will quote
you a price and get to work. Of course, the outcome depends on his or her skill.

to
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Inns and taverns offer a soothing break for any adventurer. For those traveling
through the wilderness, the comfort of a soft bed and a prepared meal are worth
twice the price of the ducats paid. For others, the relaxed conversation flowing in
a town's tavern is welcome enough change from the campfire conversations of Ore
raids and catastrophic battles. Some adventures travel to a town's taverns and inns
to collect information, and those enterprising enough may even be able to swindle
a few silver crowns from patrons. When your party enters a tavern or an inn, you'll
have a selection of the options below available to you.
Sometimes you want to be alone, other times you'll welcome a stranger's company
(that's if they'll have yours, of course) . Star Trail offers various "seating" options
to suit your party.

At the Bar

At a Free Table

At an Occupied
Table

TA.VE~NS

A.ND INNS

TA.KIN(i
A. 5E~T
TA.VE~NS

Change Places

There's nothing quite like a good stout to whet your whistle, and there's
nothing like buying a round to make some friends. Click the Buy a Round
option, and the tavernkeep will distribute the beer about the establishment
and credit your account. (Since this is Arkania, though, don't expect to order a
Guinness® or a Pete's Wicked Ale®.)
Along with "normal" talents such as Alchemy, Treat Wounds, Treat
Disease and Treat Poison (covered in the Camp Options section of this
manual), taverns allow your party to perform some other, well, skills that
may benefit your party and entertain the customers as well. While inside a tavern,
characters may Cheat (card tricks and the like), perform Acrobatics or Play an
Instrument. Needless to say, characters actually skilled in the particular field stand
the best chance of earning a few bits (instead of a one way ticket out the door) .
After along trip, a good, home-cooked meal hits the spot. Inns and Taverns
offer your party what they're looking for. Just click the Eat icon.

•

If you're looking to stay the night at an inn, sel~ct the Rent a Room icon.
The innkeep will let you know what rooms he has available, their
accoutrements and their cost. Select one to book your room. Your choice
made, the innkeep will ask you how many days you wish t0 stay.

&OOM
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Magicians and Magiciennes can use the time in the inn to work their
magical art. Use Magic is covered in Camp Options on page 7.
Once you've done all you need to do, select the Sleep icon. Once you opt
to bunk down, though, no further options are available. However, you can
always hit Po UP to interrupt your sleep.

EA.T

-
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Like Taverns, Arkania's brothels also offer your party entertainment of :'1• well,
different kind that was prevalent in medieval worlds.
A rather self-explanatory icon, select Have Fun to enjoy the services of the
establishment (which also include hair cuts and manicures, by the way) .
To get some rest and also enjoy the services of the brothel, select Stay the
Night.
Whatever your choice, the madame will quote you a price, and, ifyou accept, show
you to your suite.
Carrying around ten tons of herbs, fifteen alchemy sets, twelve suits of armor and
other random goodies can tend to wear a party down. Enterprising merchants
throughout Arkania have taken advantage of this plight by offering storage space
within their warehouses for a fee.
To leave items in or to take your own items from a warehouse, select
either icon. Keep in mind, though, that warehouses, like any other
business, are subject to villains. Keep your major valuables with you.
While exploring cities, towns, dungeons and other byways, keep these things in
mind.
Put characters with high perception, strength and agility in the front of
your party. They'll have the best chance to notice traps before they're set
off and will be able to open doors with a shove.
Most dungeons are not lit. Be certain you're carrying torches or lanterns
with oil and a tinder box to light them. Magically gifted characters may
also light the way with a Fiat Lux spell or Magicians may magically charge
their wand to contain an automatic, inextinguishable light spell. (See the
Arcane Lore section of this manual for more information on Wand Spells).

T~VELlNC

OPTlONS

It's time to break out the adventuring gear
and head for the road out of town. As you
travel through Kvirasirn, or any of Arkania's
towns, you'll see sign posts pointing the way
to one destination or another. Typically,
there are numerous posts in a single town,
each leading to a different destination. Just
step up to the signpost to discover where the
road or path leads.
·
Signposts follow the general layout of Arkania. For example, signposts to the east
generally lead to eastern destinations. Occasionally, you'll also be able to travel place
to place by water. In either case, when you opt to travel, you'll enter the Traveling
Options and the travel map.
Before your characters head out of town, spend a few minutes with them. It may
be several hours (maybe even several days) before they see a town or a merchant
again. Make certain they're prepared for the trip:
Check the amount of rations and water each character carries. Ifyou feel
it's not enough for the trip, buy more from a merchant. Pizza places do
not deliver to the middle of Ore territory.
How are your characters' hunger and thirst levels holding out. Fill their
bellies and quench their thirst before they leave. Otherwise, you may be
forced to stop mid-route when a character complains of hunger pangs.
Are all your weapons and armor whole? If not, visit a smith to make the
necessary repairs.
Are your characters well rested? If not, catch some shut eye.
Should you make a last-minute trip to a healer to treat disease, wounds
or poison?
Do you have a good selection of herbs, potions or other things that you
might need? Also, don't ignore adventuring gear.
Put your best character forward. If you're traveling in the wilderness,
characters with strong Nature skills are best to lead your party. They will
notice tracks and other landscape features that lesser skilled companions
might miss. Parties traveling by boat are best led by a character skilled in
Survival. As the party waits in cramped comers and shares day-to-day life
with the ship's denizens, such skills come in handy.
Did you remember your travelers' checks?

I
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When your party reaches such a signpost, you'll see a screen similar to the on~ below:
Game Options,
Diary, Credits
Time&Date
Weather
(Upper Portion)
Landscape
(Lower Portion)

OPTIONS

Walking through one ofArkania's many fjords, your Magician suddenly drops from
sight leaving only a wafting "yelp!" and a sliding footprint behind. Arkania' s crash
course in "An Up Close Look at Geography" can hit your party at any time during
its adventure. Whether it be a gaping cliff that your party failed to discover in all
its merry making or a simple step that triggers an avalanche ofsnow, such geographic
disasters are not uncommon. When your party experiences such an event, StarTrail
will report the damage. Of course, your party can defend itself against such
happenings by appointing a nature lover to head the party. He or she is more likely
to notice such things, given their appreciation for and understanding of the out of
doors. Also, check the landscape regularly by clicking on the lower portion of the
"outdoor" image.

Travel Speed

Compass

COMMENCE
MJ>.P-.CH INc;
&.. ROUTE
PIANN!Nc;

M.A.P

Map

Traveling Options

Review a Character

Depending on your gender, you may want to map your route to its destination in
advance. (Typically, male characters do not need to do this because they always
insist they know where they're going.) Select Route Planning to do so. Next, click
the compass in a direction your party wants to travel. As you continue to plan your
route, the directions available change. You may travel along your route until its end
or until you feel like stopping (for a garage sale or something) . Of course, you may
stop at any time by interrupting your journey (select the Travel Options) . If you
prefer to just amble along, though, select Commence Marching. StarTrail will notify
you of intersections and allow you to choose your route as you go along.
The map tracks your party's journey across Arkania's wilds. Reviewing this map
can be very useful in planning your routes across Arkania, or, for the curious
adventurer, finding out about Arkania's many towns and cities. Sometimes,
though, dirt tracks or wilderness routes will not be so obvious. It may be necessary
to check the possible destinations by actually investigating a settlement's journey
points (signposts) to find these unexplored or undocumented routes.

POSSIBLE
DI P-.€CTI ON S

To check the possible directions you can travel, click the right mouse button when
you reach the end of a planned route and don't know precisely where you want
to go. The compass also highlights possible directions in orange.

WE.A.THEP-.

Your warrior's limbs will barely move, and your elfs ears have a light coating of frost
on them. Welcome to the outdoors. To check the weather, click on the upper half
of the "outdoor" image. As your characters travel through snow or scorching heat,
the weather affects them and their rate of travel. Crossing through the woods in
the height of winter dressed in your Miami finest might cause frostbite, not to
mention the extra effort required to traverse seven foot high snowbanks. Make sure
that your party is appropriately equipped for the weather it may be traveling through.
Check your characters often to be certain they're not overly exposed to the elements
(hit PoUP to stop traveling, Interrupt Journey and make camp).

Under normal circumstances and decent traveling conditions, your party can cover
about 30 miles per day. Depending on the season and road conditions, this distance
could be reduced. Wilderness travel along hidden and overgrown routes can be
tremendously difficult, decreasing your maximum traveling distance to approximately 15 miles per day.

TP-.A~ELIN~
SPEED
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Life on the road is tough. Aside from exposure to the elements, your characters may
frequently face hunger and thirst if you're not properly prepared. While on the trail,
your characters use energy, and naturally, they need food and water to continue
their pace. When your characters are hungry or thirsty, they eat and drink what's
available. Once that's gone, though, your characters may starve, forcing you to stop
your journey and hunt for food and water. To do so, right click, Interrupt Journey
and make camp.

REVIEW .A.

Traveling options allow your party to change the course ofits route, stop it altogether
or force it to go on in spite ofbetter judgement. Selecting the Travel Options icon,
your party stops for a moment and considers its direction.

TP-.AVEL '
OPTION5

Ifone ofyour characters is on his knees begging for water, it's a good time to interrupt
your journey and make camp. When you select Interrupt Journey, for whatever
reason, your characters stop by the roadside and make camp, allowing you to attend
to their needs. (For further information on camp, see the Camp Options section of
the manual.)
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If you think you left a town a bit too early or missed a critical locale ("I told you we
should have used the map, Norm.") , select Tum Back. The party does an about
face and heads in the direction from which it came.
If you're in a hurry to get places and have had enough of the "Oh, look! What a
nice line of shrubbery" jazz, select Force March to pick up the pace. All your
characters begin to march faster, though you risk sapping their strength.

FO~CE
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COMBAT
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Even if you've planned a route meticulously, you may choose to stop at the next
crossroads to investigate. Select End Planned Route at the Next Crossroads option
(also known as "Potentially the Option with the Longest Name in the History of
Computer Games" option) to do so.
When the terrain is unfriendly, parties who take extra precautions are often
rewarded. By "roping up," characters use a single rope to loosely tie all members
together. That way, should your stumbling Magician walk a bit too close to the edge
of a ravine, the other members' weight and quick thinking will likely save his life.
Naturally, to rope up, a party needs to possess a rope.
You're not in the mountains anymore, and the meadow in front of you seems to
welcome your party. However, a huge pit, formerly used to capture animals, lies
in wait. By securing your party to the front, members in the upper ranks keep their
eyes peeled for potential disaster, falling boulders, endless pits and the like.
AI; your party travels along, the lead character keeps a careful watch for any
interesting features ... a neat trove ofherbs, a collection of animal tracks or perhaps
your party heard a rumor in town about a wild magician who roams these parts.
Should your character notice anything out of the ordinary that might help your
party, or if rumors begin turning to fact, Star Trail will let you know.

AB the night falls, so too do your characters' eyelids. 'Round about 8:00p.m., your
adventurers will make camp for the night. Although they may not be tired, hungry
or otherwise in need of rest, they do know well the dangers of traversing Arkania
in the dark, and so, being intelligent characters, they make camp for the night
automatically at 8:00p.m. Characters may also "force" a Camp at any time midroute, should they need to gather supplies, heal a wounded comrade or dazzle off
a magic spell or two. To force a Camp, click the right mouse button and Interrupt
Journey. When your party forces a camp or settles "in at 8:00p.m., the marshmallows
come out, and campfire chatter begins. While here, your characters may perform
various activities, all of which are covered in the Camp Options section of this
manual.
Sometimes, a tempting camping spot may not be enough to get your party to stop.
If you go on just a bit longer, you think you might just make it to your destination
before nightfall. Select March On when the day is done or your route is finished.
Keep in mind, however, that there are no guarantees your party will reach its
destination before nightfall or before everyone is tripping on everyone else from
sheer exhaustion. Camping will then be necessary. Your party, wiped from the day's
efforts, will likely require more sleep than a simple night's rest can offer, and won't
be able to exert the extra energy two nights in a row.

/

On their journeys through Arkania, your characters will meet more than friendly
fellow trave~ers. Brigands, robbers and starving wolf packs will conspire to deprive
them of thetr cash, and possibly their lives. Occasionally, your characters will be
passing time comfy in their bedrolls, when they are summarily ripped out from under
them (no doubt an embarrassing event for some characters). When action is
required, and the time for polite diplomacy has passed, their weapons are forced to
speak. So begins combat. For the hack-slasher, this is the ultimate event and sport.

HA.CK
SLASH INc;

StarTrail offers four different "modes" of combat that allow you to control as little
or as much of the action as you desire. These combat modes may be selected from
the Combat Options menu. Since, however, they'll dictate pretty much the whole
show, they're covered first.

HA.NDLJNc;
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COM~A.T

Computer Fight/Computer Fight: Star Trail handles the whole ball of
wax based upon the statistics and skills of your characters versus those of
the monsters, and shows you the outcome. Of course, all elements ofStar
Trail's engine come into play as well.

Your Party

Status Icon.
Character may
he inactive,
dead, on the
move(run
away!) or
unarmed.

Action Window

Monsters' Life Points
(green) and Astral
Points (red)
To interrupt any computer fight, hit
PGUP, ESC or Right Click

Computer Fight/Whole Party: Star Trail handles everything, but lets
you watch each move as it unfolds.
Computer Fight/Just This One: Star Trail handles the moves for the
current character, and allows you to control the others.
Manual Combat: You run the show by selecting from the options that
are covered in this section.
Combat moves forward in rounds- allowing each member of each group, yours
and your opponents, a maneuver, whetherit be a spell, a thrust of a sword or a parry.
When your party and a group of monsters square off, StarTrail determines who has
initiative -the first shot. A character or monster with "initiative" is allowed to attack
or move first, and initiative goes down the line until the last character or monster
has made a move. Star Trail determines who has initiative by checking out several
factors:
Were the characters or the monsters surprised? Surprised combatants are
usually re-attaching their dropped jaw when the first blade strikes.

WHO'S io N
Fl~ST?

COMBA.T

COMBA.T
How courageous (CR) are your characters in comparison to their foes?
Courageous characters leap to the call of danger and have no fear of
encountering a dangerous beast. Those who aren't so brave, however,
tend to hang in the background, anxious that they'll break a nail.
Every character and monster is allowed to act once per combat round.
He or she may attempt more than one action, but they must all be
performed back to back, without any other character acting in between.
Your character also automatically parrys once per round. Things can get
hairy, however, if two monsters are attacking your character ... and he
or she can defend against only one.
A few monsters of extreme stature can attack more than once per round,
but they cannot parry more than once.
OUCH.
Q..UIT IT.

The sword swings, cuts your shirt in half, slices through both suspend~rs and lea;es
a crimson trail across your body. As your pants fall to the ground, you discover you ve
been hit ... a common occurrence in Star Trail.
When a monster attacks a character, it may land a successful hit (hopefully your
character will block it, though), and it may cause damage. Naturally, a giant Ogre
fighting with a club the size of a Buick is going to do a lot more damage than a measly
dwarf with a walking stick. If a hit is successful, though, it may do from 1 to 20 hit
points of damage. However, depending on the armor worn, the actual amount of
damage done may be lower. Any damage taken by the character is removed from
his or her life points. Ifhisor her life points reach5 or lower, the character will slip
into unconsciousness and become a ridiculously easy target; sometimes, though, the
opponent may just leave your character for dead. If life points fall to zero, the
character will die.

MA.KIN<:;
YOUJl....MOVE
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Before the combat begins or its options are shown, a char~cter' s movement points
(MP) are determined. Since movement takes time (a rapid transit system is not yet
available inArkania) there is a limit to how much a character can do. Each character
may move up to eight squares in the combat area during each round of combat.
Some characters may have less than eight points if they are encumbered. It's a tad
hard to zip across the ground when you're wearing 300 pounds of armor.
Movement points are used for both movement, like stepping to the side, and for
actions. Each action you take, whether it be to move your feet to approach a monster
or to lift your arms to fire a bow, requires time, and thus requires a certain amount
of points. Throughout the combat, StarTrail tells you the MP cost of certain actions
while displaying the character's remaining points.

PA.Jl....TS OF
THE COMBA.T
SCJl....EEN
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As the peaceful night passes, your characters suddenly find themselves face to face
with creatures whose idea of a good time is "mashing" to Lawrence W elk music.
When your party enters combat, you'll see a screen similar to the one on the next
page. The combat screen is made of many different parts that combine to show a
"realistic" view of the action.

Active

Inactive Participants

Active Character
Options

PA.f!...TS OF
THE COMBA.T
SCJl....EEN

or
Damage
Indicator
Combat Area

Active Participant Position

Star Trail shows you who's currently acting out a particular move, be it your
character or a monster. Everyone has a chance based on their initiative. Sleeping
characters, however, haven't a chance until they wake. The active character
stands in a highlighted square.
All other characters are inactive while waiting their tum. These characters may
be potential targets for a knife or a spell, or they may be party members you'll need
to protect. They will automatically parry the first attack against them, but, since they
can parry only once per round, they become sitting ducks afterward (so don't let
them get surrounded).

Star Trail's combat area is representative of the terrain where the encounter
occurred. It is laid out in a grid, allowing characters to move north, south, east or
west. Characters may not move diagonally. At least one side of the combat area
will always be "open," allowing party members and monsters a route of escape.
A picture of the targeted opponent appears when you select it for attack from the
combat area.
Sharing the same space as Targeted Opponent, the damage inflicted reveals the
results of your character's or a monster's actions. Appearing as different colored
"stars," the colors and numbers show you what's happened:

D~.M.A.(;E I,
INFLleUD J

I
I

Red & number:
Green & number:
Blue:
Orange:
Light Red:
Yellow:
Brown:
Pink:
Dark Blue:

Character was hit for # damage.
Monster was hit for # damage.
Character fumbled attack or parry.
Opponent fumbled attack or parry.
Hit was absorbed by armor, no damage.
Attack was parried.
Character's weapon has broken.
Character has lost consciousness.
Failed attack.

MA.NU>-.L
COMBA.T
OPTIONS

COMBAT

COMBAT

As your party prepares to face off against its foes, your magicians, fighters and
cutthroats contemplate their potential actions. Will they fight the creatures before
them? Perhaps your Warrior will move into a better position. Your Magicienne, on
the other hand, prepares to unleash an awesome
~·H""•-::t'f: .:,r·e ·~ou qoinq to
ojCo''
blast of fire.
\'ou r-•.a•.) e 7 t·1f· left.

Characters may also perform a missile or throwing attack. This type of attack allows
characters to hurl or fire a missile at an opponent up to 10 squares away. The
c~ar.act~r must have the missile weapon in his or her right hand and any necessary
nussiles m the left hand, and must have the target in a direct line ofsight unblocked
'
by high obstacles or other persons.

As your characters move through combat, Star
Trail offers each of your characters these choices
and more. Next to each combat option, Star Trail
lists the amount of movement points that are required to complete the action.

Raising his hands, your magic user sends a divine blue aura heading toward a
monster, enveloping him in magical power. When your character selects Cast Spell
he or she can do just that. To cast a spell at an opponent, the character must hav~
a direct line ofsight to the opponent, unblocked by high obstacles or other persons.
Not all spells are usable in combat, and spell ranges vary. Casting a spell costs five
movement points and ends the character's actions for the present combat round,
no matter how many movement points he or she may have left.

t·10 1)€:
Atr.:,cl-:.

(1 ..-··' f)
(3)

c.;:.s1: Spell
Irems
cr-,.;:.r·.:.cter· Options
Qui 1: -::tr11j F:elo-:t•j

(=,)

cr•.:.nge

(2)

Computer·

Gu.:.r··j

Fis:~l•t

~-~e -:.pon

F:epe.:.t Op1:ions

MOVE

The monster's just out of reach, but dangerously close to your Warlock who appears
to be down for the count. To get your Warrior's blade within range of the creature's
body, select Move. Unless encumbered, a character may move up to eight squares
per round. Should you move your character, keep the following things in mind:
A character can only move forward, back, to the left or to the right, with
a cost of 1 MP per square entered.
A character cannot pass through squares already occupied.
Squares containing walls or certain objects cannot be entered. It's a bit
tough to pass through solid rock.
If a character crosses the edge of the combat area, StarTrail will ask you
if the character is trying to flee. If you answer yes, the character is out of
the fight for good. This can split your team.
The Attack option engages your characters in the art of physical combat. To attack
a creature, a character must be standing in a square adjoining the creature's square
to the north, south, east or west. The only exception to this is for missile weapons
which may be fired from up to ten squares away at a creature in a direct line with
no obstructions. Missiles may also be fired diagonally.
Any form of attack costs three movement points. It also ends the character's actions
for the present combat round, no matter howmanymovementpoints he or she may
have left. An attack takes place in one of three modes (you may choose these modes
by selecting Character Options covered in this section):
Aggressively: An aggressive attack takes the character's full concentration. Since characters are entirely consumed with their targets, they may
not be able to parry a counterattack aimed at them. However, the attack's
momentum will be great and will have a better chance of success.
Carefully: A careful attack takes all the character's concentration, but
devotes most of it to protection, bettering the chances of successfully
parrying a counterattack. Since the character is concentrating on his or
her own safety as well as the monster, the momentum of the strike is
reduced.
Nonnally: A normal attack gives equalconsideration to attack and parry.
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MIHILE
ATIACK

A character can use any item held in his or her left hand. During combat it's a good
idea to have an elixir or other artifact ready just in case. Using an item costs three
movement points and ends the character's actions for the present combat round,
?'o matter how many movement points he may have left. You may also drop an
ttem or change the item in the character's left hand.
Selecting Character Options, you check out all the important hack and slash
statistics of the active character or change their default combat mode, aggressive,
normal or careful (see Attack on the previous page). When you select Check
Values, you'll see his or her current attack value, parry value, armor class, type of
we.apon, hit points of weapon, life points and astral points. You are also shown any
potson or enchantment affecting the character. This option is very useful if your
character seems to be acting strangely, or if you're concerned for his or her life.
Should things go bad for your party or if it looks like there's a bloody end in sight,
select Quit and Reload. Star Trail will bting you to the Disk options.

Q_UI'r AND
RELOAD (,!

That's a fine piece ofblade you have there. Who knows where the other piece went
to, but it's clear that if you hope to live through this encounter, a new weapon is
necessary. Selecting this option, he or she puts the weapon into the backpack and
equips a different one instead. This action costs two movement points. Actions may
continue if the character has remaining movement points.
Standing his ground, a character prepares to attack anything that moves into range
adjacent to their square. Like a careful mode attack, the character's parry is
strengthened when he or she opts to guard (after all, they're standing at ground zero
with that blood lust in their eyes). Securing an area costs no points, and ends the
character's actions for the present combat round, no matter how many movement
points may be left.
Offered after a round of combat has passed, Repeat Options tells Star Trail that you
want a character to perform exactly the same actions he or she performed during
the previous combat round.

OPtiONS

OOOPPPS!
THE
FUMBLE!

AFTEF... THE
Ftc;HT

c;AtHE~JNc;

tHE c:;ooDIES

c:;mJNc;
EXPEI'..IENCE

RETUF...N TO
ADVENTUP-..E
I

COMBAT

AR..CAN E LO R..E

·
mbat there's always a chance of a fumble, resulting in some serious
D unngco
,
h
. 1
c r the character or monster involved. When your c aracter ]ugg es
consequenCes •'0
his weapon, there are three possible results:

A well-honed blade is not the only way to face the powers of a fantasy world like
Arkania. A well-crafted magic spell can work miracles as well. Your team can use
the arcane powers of the cosmos for their benefit or another's demise.

The fumbling combatant is struck for 1 to 6 hit points by his or her own
weapon.
.
The fumbling combatant's opponent gets a free strike.
The fumbling combatant's weapon breaks.

Your characters may cast spells almost anytime and nearly everywhere. In combat,
characters simply choose Cast Spell. Clicking the Use Magic icon while adventuring will provide the same enchannnent. Remember, though, that a character can
only cast a spell ifhis or her spell value is at least-5 and preferably better than that.

When all is said and done, your characters wipe their brows of the heat of c~mbat
and prepare to continue with their adventure. Before th~y mov.e on therr way,
however, they'll have a chance to do various things and will recetve others.
If your party won the fight, Star Trail shows you any loot lying a?out the co~bat
area_ including all weapons and items your opponents were carrymg ..If there lS ~~y
loot available you can select the items you want. Just choose any ttem, and 1t s
deposited int~ your party's bunker. When you've taken all the goodies you want,
press the right mouse button, ESC or PoDN to return to normal game mode.
When your party wins an encounter with monsters, all surviving characters r~ceive
experience points for their efforts. The fir~t time they. encounter a particular
monster, however, they will receive extra pomts for bravmg Uflknown forces.
Everyone looks around. The Rogue checks out the Magicienne; she looks ~ack.
TheW arlock nods to theW arrior in appreciationofhis efforts. And then, the Stlvan
Elf grows concerned. Someone is missing.
So it happens when your party returns to adventure a:n_d gets their bearings.a~out
them. Following combat, characters may find themselves in numerous posltlons:
The team was split when one or more characters ran from the encounter.
Bring them to the same location and reunite them as one team.
One or more characters were wounded or poisoned. Have someone use
Treat Wounds or Treat Poison on them. This reduces the danger of
subsequent damage. In case of a fast-acting poison, you will need the spell
Pure And Clear.
One or more characters have died. Try to leave the scene of combat as
fast as possible and go look for a temple to pray for a resurrection.

StarTrail allows you to cast any spell you choose. Perhaps your eccentric Warlock
likes to throw off little sparklers just to impress the Witch in the group. Whatever
the case, your characters have the opportunity to use nearly any spell they please.
While in combat, though, characters have the option to cast a limited number of
spells. As all combat actions are, by necessity, spontaneous, characters can only use
spells that require little or no time to prepare and cast in a fight.
Your magic-using characters learn a variety of different spells, according to their
classes. Spells are grouped by Arcane Lore, the ancient magical beliefs which
formed them and guided their schools of thought.
Every spell in Arkania has an origin ... a group that long ago sought the knowledge
of the gods to produce a divine effect. In this list, you'lllearn about spells, and their
origins.
Magicians/Magiciennes, Elves, Warlocks/Witches and Druids/Druidesses know a
tremendous number ofspells grouped into various areas of magic. The following list
contains all spells included in this game with the attribute checks involved. The
letter in the Lore column gives the spell's origin:
M .......... Magician/Magicienne

E ........... Elf

D .. .. .. .. . Druid/Druidess
W ........ Warlock/Witch

Although any character may learn and cast almost any spell, the sheer number of
spells available encourages characters to specialize.
Spell Chart Legend (Next Two Pages)
* ......... Equals damage caused
* * ....... Level of illusion x 2
* * * ..... Until end of combat or until attacked by player
* * * * ... And the appropriate attribute
V ......... Varies
S ......... Special
P* ....... Permanent in effect
AC ...... Armor class raised equal to astral points used.
F * ....... Magic resistence of target times 3 multiplied by astral
points used.

2.2.
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AR.C.A.NE LOR.E

AR.C.A.N E LO R.E
Spell Name
DISPfLL

DOMINATION

ELEMENTS

MOVEMENT

HEA.LINc;
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Lore Attributes

Domination
Destruction
Guardian
illusion
Transformation

D
M
M
M

WD/IN/CH
WD!WD/DX
IN/CH/ST
WD/IN/CH
CR!WD/CH

Ball and Chain
Bambaladam
Evil Eye
Great Need
Confusion
Master of Animals
Horriphobus
Astral Theft
Respondarni
Meekness
Somnigravis
Dance!

E
E
D

WD/CH/ST
IN/CHICH
CR/CH/CH
WD/IN/CH
WD!WD/CH
CR/CR/CH
CR/IN/CH
CR!WD/ST
WD/IN/CH
CR/CH/CH
WD/CH/CH
CR!WD/CH

w

w
D
D
M
D
M

w
E
D

Blood and Furor
Banish Spirits
Conjure Spirits
Heptagon
Summon Crows
Skeletarius

M
D
D
M

M

CR/CR/CH
CR/CR/CH
CR/CR/CH
CR/CR/CH
CR/CH/CH
CR/CR/CH

Conjure Elemental
Nihilatio
Solidirid

D
M
E

CR!WD/CH
WD/ST/ST
IN/AGIST

w

Acceleratus
Foramen
Motoricus
Without Trace
Transversalis
Walk On Ice

E
M
M
E
M
E

WD/AG/ST
WD!WD/DX
WD!DX/ST
IN/AG/AG
WD/ST/ST
WD/AG/ST

Balm of Roond
Witch's Spit
Pure and Clear
Rest the Body
Heal Animal

E

CR!IN/CH
IN/CH/ST
WD!WD/CH
WD/CH/ST
CR/IN/CH

w
M
E

w

AP

AP

Duration

Spell Name

Lore Attributes

8-20

Permanent
Special
Combat End
One Use/P*
P*

12

Eagle's Eye
Analyze
Attributes
Expos ami
Odem Arcanum
Penetrating
Sensible

E
M
E
E
E
M
E

WD/IN/DX
WD!WD/IN
WD/IN/CH
WD!WD/IN
WD/IN/CH
WD!WD/ST
WD/IN/CH

5
10
7
5
5
5
5

Chameleony
Duplication
Camouflage
Witch's Knot

E
M

IN/CH/AG
WD/CH/AG
WD/CH/AG
WD/IN/CH

5
8
6
4

Combat End
Combat End
Short
Combat End

Lightning
Darkness' Power
Iron Rust
Fulminictus
lgnifaxus
Plumbumbarum
Terror Broom
Terror Power
Accurate Eye

E
M
M
E
M
M

WD/IN/AG
CR!WD/ST
WD/CH/AG
WD/AG/ST
Unknown
CH/AG/ST
CR/IN/CH
CR!IN/CH
IN/AG!DX

5
10
5
*
*
5
4

3Rounds
Combat End
One Use/P*
One Use/P*
One Use/P*
Combat End
One Use/P*
1-20Rounds
3Rounds

Witch's Eye
Necropathia

w
M

IN/IN/CH
CR!WD/CH

Eagle, Wolf
Arcana
Magic Armor
Fire's Bane
Increase CR, WD etc.
Mutabili
Paralyze
Salother
Ocean's Floor
Visibili

E
M
E

CR/IN/AG
CR/WD/CH
IN/AGIST

M
M
M
E
E

Abvenenum
Aeolitus
Burn!
Claudibus
Darkness
Freeze Soft
Fiat Lux
Melt Solid
Silentium
Calm the Storm

E
E
M
M
D
M
E
M
E
E

v
v

**
5-50

8
8
8
8
8
7
6
5
5
8
6

13
13

v
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13
15

v
10
14
7

v
v
v
15
v
7-up

v
v
7
v

Combat End
Combat End
***
Combat End
Combat End
Combat End
Combat End
Special
Special
Combat End
Combat End
Combat End
Combat End
One Use/P*
Special
Combat End
One Use/P*
Combat End
Combat End
1 Turn
lORounds
10Rounds
One Use/P*
Special
Special
Immediate
Special
P*
P*
P*
1 Sleep
P*

w
w

w
M
E

w

v

v
5
2

s

7
7
AC*
CR!CR!ST
7
WD/CH/****
7
WD/AG/ST
IN/CH/ST
13
F*
WD/IN/CH
CR/WD/ST
5
WD!WD/AG

v

WD!WD/DX
WD/CH/ST
CR!WD/ST
WD/DX/ST
WD!WD/DX
CR!WD/ST
WD!WD/DX

CR!WD!ST
WD!WD/CH
WD/CH/ST

5
5
1-20

v

3
1-20
1
1-20
5

v

Duration
I.

Short
One Use
One Use
One Use
One Use
One Use
One Use

CLAI~~

VOYA.N,C f

Special
Special
1Hour
1Hour
5Minutes
LvlxHours
2Hours
3-4Days

v
v

Special
Variable
P*
Special
One Use
1Hour
Lvl + 3 hours
Special
Lvl + 3 hours
Special
1
Special

~~~lTION

A~C~NE LO~E
DISPELL SPELLS

HORRIPHOBUS:AllYouSeeAndAll

You Hear. Causes a blind paruc in the
DOMINATION: Removesaspellwhich caster's opponent that makes him or her
takes control of your character.

likely to run away.

DESTRUCTION: Magic Powers, Hide
Away. Draws all astral energy from a

ASTRAL THEFT: Withdraws astral
points from the spell's target and allows
the caster to use these to power a spell.

magical artifact, thus turning it into a
mundane (non-magical) item.

RESPONDAMI:TellMeNowAndTell

A~C.A..NE LO~E
ELEMENTS SPELLS

.CONJURE ELEMENTAL: Conjures up
an elemental creature to fight for the
party.
NIHILATIO: Of All Things Heavy I'll
Be Free. Nullifies gravity for a while in
the area around the caster.

GUARDIAN: From Magic Harm Thou Me True. Forces the target to speak the
Protect Me. Conjures up a protective truth.
dome resistant against a great number of
magical attacks (such as Fulminictus or MEEKNESS Allows the caster to tame
wild animals.
demon attacks).

SOLIDIRID: Carry To My Goal True.
Creates a magic rainbow bridge of up to
50 paces in length.

SOMNIGRAVIS: Fall down, be fast
asleep. Puts the target to sleep.

ACCELERATUS: Fly Away With Lightning Speed. Doubles the caster's speed,

ILLUSION: Dispells all illusions in a
small area. Used against Duplication.

MOVEMENT SPELLS

WITCH'S SPIT: Used as a Balm, but
with different results depending on
whether it is used on poison, illness or
wounds.
PUREANDCLEAR: FreeFromPoison
Thou Shalt Be. Removes poison from the
target's organism.
RESTTHEBODY, REST THE MIND:
In Healing Sleep New Strength You'll Find.
Enhances the regeneration attained
during the following sleep period.
HEAL ANIMAL: Works the same as
Balm, but only on animals.
CLA.l~VOYA.NCE

SPELLS

improving his or her combat values.
TRANSFORMATION: Removes an
enchantment that transforms a character into another "thing."
DOMINA.TION SPELLS

BALL AND CHAIN: Keeps the spell's
target from wandering away.
BAMBALADAM: Your Friend I Am.
The spell's target thinks the caster a
friend. In combat, this means an end to
all attacks on him or her.
EVIL EYE: Turns an opponent against
his or her companions in combat. Character must be one square away to cast.
GREAT NEED: Causes an overwhelming unspecified desire in the spell's target, causing him or her to ignore anything else.
CONFUSION: This spell results in its
target being quite confused, reducing
his or her effectiveness in combat.
MASTER OF ANIMALS: Same effect
as Bambaladam, but only on animals.
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DANCE!: Forces the target to dance
until exhausted.

FORAMEN: Open Up, Lock And Door.
Opens the lock on a chest or door.

EAGLE'S EYE: Sharpened Senses Tell
Me Clear. Raises the perception value by
?points.

MOTORICUS: Lifeless Item, Get Thee
Hence. Allows the caster to move small
items without touching them.

ANALYZE: Tell Me What Their Nature
Brings. Allows the caster to analyze the
nature of a magical artifact.

WITHOUT TRACE: Be My Step On
Sand. Allows the caster to move without
leaving any trace of his or her passing.

ATTRIBUTES: Thy Inner Self Reveal
To Me. Reveals an opponent's combat
values.

TRANSVERSALIS: Get Me Where I
Want To Be. A teleport spell that can

EXPOSAMI: Show To Me The Tracks
Of Life. Reveals the presence of living

carry the caster to any place he or she
knows. Difficult to learn.

beings nearby.

DEMONOLoc;y SPELLS

BLOOD AND FUROR: In This Combat, Be My Aide. Conjures up a Lower
Demon.
BANISH SPIRITS: Banishes ghosts and
spirits, removing the magical energy that
allows their presence.
CONJURE SPIRITS: Conjures up
ghosts and spirits.
HEPTAGON: Homed-Head Demons,
Cross The Moat. Conjures up a Homed
(i. e. High) Demon.
SUMMON CROWS: Conjures up a
flock of crows that attack the caster's
opponents.
SKELETARIUS: Rise Up Now From
Grave And Tomb. Allows the caster to
tum killed opponents to undead doing
his bidding in combat.

WALK ON ICE: Just As I Walk On
Ground I Know. The Caster can move
across any frozen surface as if it were
solid ground.
HEA.LINc; SPELLS

ODEM ARCANUM: Do I Sense The
Magic Touch? Shows whether an item or
person has a magical aura.
PENETRATING: Through The Walls I
Look Alone. Allows the caster's gaze to
penetrate solid walls. This reveals a larger area on automapping.

BALMOFROOND:HealThisWound.
Turns astral points of the caster's into life
points of the patient's.

SENSIBLE: All Feelings I Can Tell. Allows the caster to read an opponent's
feelings.

A~CA.N E
ILLUSION SPELLS

CHAMELEONY:ToMyFoeDisguised

I'll Be. This spell allows the caster to
blend in with the surrounding area,
becoming almost invisible, as long as he
or she does not move.
DUPLICATION: Accursed The Foe's
Eye Shill! Be. The caster conjures up a

A~CANE LO~E

LO ~E

PLUMBUMBARUM: Arms and Armament Be As Lead. The arms of the caster's
opponent turn heavy as lead, making
attacks and parries difficult.
TERRORBROOM: Lets a witch's broom
or warlock's staff move and attack by
itself.

ghostly double ofhimself (herself) which
makes him or her much harder to hit in
combat.

TERROR POWER: Hit The Foe As
None Can. Pushes the spell's target into
a berserker-like rage, allowing him or
her to do more damage to the opposition.

CAMOUFLAGE: The caster appears
to any observer in some quite harmless
guise, for example as a child or an old
woman.

ACCURATE EYE: To The Target,
Strike it, Do. Forms a magic line from the
bow to its target, guiding the arrow and
helping it hit the spot it is aimed for.

FIRE'S BANE: Makes the caster a lot
less susceptible to fire, dragon breath
and the lgnifaxus spell.
MUTABILI: The spell lasts 3-4 days
and requires lots of different ingredients
which can only be found in wellequipped laboratories. Pity there are
none in the Northlands of Arkania.
PARALYZE: Be Still as Stone. Petrifies
the spell's target for a long time.
SALOTHER: Be Another. Turns the
spell target into a toadstool for a bit.
OCEAN'S FLOOR: Breathe The Water
AsinADream. Allowsbreathingunder

MELT SOLID: Turns any lifeless materials soft and easy to shape.

COMBAT SPELLS

LIGHTNING: Ughtning Blind Thee.
Blinds an opponent with a harsh, blinding magic light making the opponent
unable to attack or parry.

COMMUNICATIONS SPELLS

WITCH'S EYE: This spell allows warlocks and witches to recognize each
other by looking at their eyes.
NECROPATHIA: TeUMeFromAmong
The Dead. Allows the caster to contact
the spirits of the deceased.
TJV...NSFO~MA.TION

DARKNESS' POWER: Fighting Comrade From The Night. The caster's shadow turns substantial and fights at his or
her side.
IRON RUST AND ROTTED WOOD:
The Teeth Of Time Do Blades No Good.
Makes an opponent's weapon rot away.
The caster has to touch it first, though.
FULMINICTUS: Hit My Foe And Kill
Him. A magic lightning strike causing

SPELLS

EAGLE, WOLF: UkeAnAnimalin The
Dark. Allows the caster to take on ani-

MAGIC ARMOR: Creates a magic
armor of variable strength around the
caster.

tremendous damage.
IGNIFAXUS: Although much is unknown about this spell and its origins,
witnesses say it conjures a lance of fire
that burns the opponent targeted.
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VISIBILI:MagicTumMe Unseen. Turns
the entire team invisible, allowing them
to explore a dungeon without constant
attack by various monsters.
TJV...NSMUTATION SPELLS

ABVENENUM: Leave This Food Without A Spot. Purifies poisoned or spoiled
food.
AEOLITUS: BlowTheDustAndSmoke
From Here. Creates a small breeze.

mal shape.
ARCANO: Thilt Spell I Shill! Resist.
Raises the spell target's magic resistance.
Cannot be cast at self.

INCREASE CR, WD etc.: Increases
the stated attribute value by a number of
points. Cannot be cast at self.

FREEZE SOFT: Turns any fluids into
solid material.
FIAT LUX: This spell creates a magic
source of light resting on the caster's
hand and shining with the approximate
brightness of a torch.

water.
WITCH'S KNOT: This spell creates an
illusionary barrier that is impassable for
any opponents.

DARKNESS: Creates a magic darkness that is penetrable for no one's eyes
but the caster's, on whom it is centered.
In combat this spell reduces the attack
chances of the caster's opponents- unfortunately, it does the same for his or her
companions.

BURN!: Can be used to light flammables, for example, torches without
benefit of a tinder box.
CLAUDIBUS: Locked And Bolted Is
My Door. Magically locks doors, chests
etc. for a certain time.

SILENTIUM SILENTILL: All Is Still.
Suppresses all sound around the caster.
CALM STORM: Creates a zone ofcalm
around the caster, protecting him or her
and any within that zone from being
harmed by a gale.

A~CP-..NE LO~E

A~CP-..NE LO~E: MP-..~ICIP-..NS
I

WAND

RITUA.LS

These powerful rituals allow a Magician or a Magicienne to "charge" a wand with
certain spells. Although the effort takes immense amounts of astraf points, the
charge is permanent. It's assumed that an appropriately charged wand is used
automatically if the situation calls for it. Further, the wand may hold more than
one spell at a time.
There are four different rituals, or charges, that wands may hold:

#1

#2

#3

#4

Makes a magic wand unbreakable and prepares it to be charged
with further spells. Any Magician/Magicienne starts the game
with a wand already containing this charge.
After successful completion of this ritual (at a cost of23 astral
points) the wand can be used at any time as an undousible torch.
StarTrail assumes any Magician with charge # 2 uses it automatically in dungeons and caves, so no other characters need carry
a light.
This allows the caster to turn his wand into a rope 10 paces long
whenever he or she wants to. The rope will attach itself to any
protruding rock, ledge, hook etc. when thrown. The ritual has
a cost of 19 astral points. Star Trail assumes any Magician with
charge #3 will automatically use the wand as a rope when in an
appropriate situation, like climbing for example.
This ritual allows the Magician/Magicienne to cast any spell at
a cost reduced by 2 AP (minimum cost for any spell: 1 AP). This
ritual costs 2 7 astral points.

Every Magician or Magicienne must decide which Arcane Lore he or she favors,
be it Demonology, Transformation or another. Based on this specialization, he or
she gains a "bonus" with certain spell values. These spells are called "house spells"
and their value can be increased by up to three points each when the character
reaches a new experience level. Magicians or Magiciennes may specialize in only
one Arcane Lore grouping and will receive the spell value bonus for that group only.
In the following list, you'll see the spell value starting bonus for each group of"house"
spells.
Dispell Spells
Domination ................................... + 3
Destruction ......... ...... ..... ..... ...... ... + 1
Guardian ............. ......................... + 2
Illusion .......................................... + 2
T ransfonnation ............................. + 3
OdemArcanum ............................ + 1

Banish Spirits ................................ + 2
Blood and Furor ............................ + 3
Conjure Elemental ........................ + 2
Heptagon ...................................... + 2
Necropathia .................................. + 1
Skeletarius ..................................... + 2
Movement Spells
Acceleratus .... ............................... + 3
Foramen ........................................ +3
Motoricus .................................... + 2
WithoutTrace .............................. +2
Transversalis ........................ ......... + 2
Healing Spells
Balm ofRoond .............................. + 3
Pure and Clear .............................. + 3
Rest the Body ................................ + 3
Increase CR .................... ............... + 1
Arcano .......................................... +2
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Eagle's Eye .................. .................. + 1

Analyze ......................................... +2
Attributes ..................................... + 1
Expos ami ......................................
OdemArcanum ............................
Penetrating ...................................
Sensible .........................................

+2
+2
+1
+2

Combat Spells

Demonology Spells

SPELLS

Clairvoyance Spells

Domination Spells
Bambaladam ................................. + 3
Horriphobus .................................. +4
Respondami .................................. + 2
Sensible ......................................... + 1
Somnigravis ................................... + 2

HOUSE

Lightning ............. ·············· ............ + 2
Iron Rust ....................................... + 1
Fulminictus ................................... + 2

Ignifaxus ........................................

+2

Plurnbumbarum ............................ + 2
AccurateEye ................................ +2
Magic Armor ................................ + 1
T ransfonnation Spells
Eagle, Wolf ................................... + 3
Magic Armor ................................ + 2
Paralyze ......................................... + 2
Salother ......................................... + 3
Visibili .......................................... + 2
Transmutation Spells
Abvenenum .................. ................ + 2
Burn! ............................................. +1
Claudibus ...................................... + 1
Darkness ...... ......... ....... .... ....... + 2
FiatLux ................... ................ +2
Melt Solid . ..... ....... ........ ...... ..... + 2
Silentium ... .. ........ ...... ...... ....... + 2

-·~
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The residents of Arkania possess much information that may be useful to your party.
Sometimes, they can be persuaded to send a few tidbits your way, that is, of course,
if you strike the right note with them. Some may prefer flowery small talk while
others would rather get to the point.
TALKING
WITH NPCS

When conversing with Arkania's residents, you will be presented with several
possible topics your party may discuss. Often, you may progress through several
rounds of conversation before the two of you reach a mutual accord ... or the person
offers a good lead.
NPC's Portrait & Name

~ENER..AT10N
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Creating your own characters is an important part of any fantasy-role playing
experience. Nursing them from level-one tots to mighty warriors provides a feeling
and a challenge unlike any other. In Star Trail, you may create your party in any
one offour different ways and on two different levels. The Advanced Mode allows
you full control over each character's statistics, while the Novice Mode provides you
with the fastest and easiest way to create a character.
Each method, its limitations and its advantages is described below.

Copy Question & Answer to Diary

The Four Methods of Getting a Party Together

Mode

Party

You Handle

Novice

Pregen

Fun

To get tnere:

Star Trail Handles

Character creation, skills (suggests
best character to do an action) and
magic/skill increases
select Novice. Your party will be waiting for you in the Temple.

Skills, magic/
skill increases
To get there: select Adviiiiced. Your party
Advanced

Your Question and
NPC's Answer

T~YELlNG

WITH NPCS

Topics of
Conversation

Non-player characters may be convinced that joining your party is a good idea if
you hit it well. Get on their good side, and they'll put their lives at stake for you and
your party. Tick them off, and well ... you'lllikely find yourself at the end of their
blade.

Pregen

Novice

Created

Character Creation

Advanced

Created

Character Creation
Skills, magic/skill
increases

Character creation

Skills (suggests best character to do
an action), magic/skill increases
To get there: select NOViCe anClCleate Cliaii"cter Tthe .
- ICOn) troin the Temple and
follow the directions in Appendix A: Character Creation. Exit the generation, remove the
pregenerated party members and add your own.
Number crunching

o get ere: select AdviiiiCed iiii'd reate CIW:a:cter ( "'6 Y' icon) from the Temple and
follow the directions in Appendix A: Character Creation. Exit the generation, remove the

pregenerated party members and add your own.

When you meet an NPC who's inclined to join your party, he or she will typically
suggest it. Just like your own characters, you may review the NPC, study his or her
skills and swap items ifyou like. You may not, however, control the NPCs in combat.
Just as they freely joined your party, NPCs may leave at anytime. It could be you'll
wake up one morning to discover the NPC has left ... leaving only fond memories.
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Pregen

=

Pregenerated
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Once you begin Star Trail select Generation (the "baby" icon in the
Temple of Peraine) to create your own characters. Soon you'll see a
generation screen similar to the one below. Here, you see all the attributes
that make up each Arkanian woman and man.

•
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Once you've reviewed the classes available and have ideas for your party make up,
the actual character creation begins.
Clt -:tt'.:t•:tt:!r· Gener·ation
Fr·ee selection of
cl .:.ss

The Character
Generation Menu

Ne~-~ E;.:.sic l.Jalues
Ct"toose Class
Ct"tange 8 -: .sic t..Jalues
Name
Gender·
Appear·a nee

Pr·1n1: Clt-: .r·actet·· Slteet
Sa•...'e Ct""tar·ac1: er·
Cltar·-3cter·

Press the Right mouse
button or PaUP to
return the menu to the
screen at anytime
during character
generation

t·~e1.-1

Retur·n t o m.:sin

pr-ogr· am

Like most good adventurers, Arkanian characters don't like to be referred to as
"Hey, You." To give characters a name (even before you decide what they're going
to be), select the menu option or click "Name" on the character screen. You may
name your character anything you like, but his or her name will be abbreviated on
the main screen if it's over seven letters.
Character generation in Star Trail allows you to control all facets ofyour character's
development. You may define their statistics individually, placing each roll
strategically... where you feel it will make a difference. Or, if you prefer the more
casual approach, StarTrail will do most ofit for you. Although StarTrail's character
generation is "open," meaning you can select the available options in almost any
order, it's recommended you follow the order of the manual, at least for your first
time through.
DEClO INC
ON .A CLASS
fOR. YOUR.
CH.AR.ACTER.
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Next, select your character's gender by choosing the menu option or by clicking on
the gender symbol (the upper right-hand corner). Men and women are equally
skilled, talented, trained and rewarded in Utopia, er, Arkania. You may change
their gender anytime prior to saving the character.

CENDE ~

Depending on which generation method you prefer, you may select Free Selection
of Class or New Basic Values.

WHICl:t
W.AY?

Before you begin rolling your characters, it's important to determine what types of
characters you hope to create. Just as on Earth, characters in Arkania have
professions and fields ofknowledge they follow, learn and perfect. Everything from
a character's strength to his or her skills is influenced by their profession. A
character's profession is known as his or her class. In Star Trail, your characters may
pursue any one of twelve classes (detailed in Appendix C):

Selecting this option, Star Trail allows you to choose the profession your character
will follow from any of the twelve classes available and assigns the minimum
attribute values for that class to the character. Ifyou select Free Selection of Class,
move on to the next section.

FP-..EE

Dwarf/Dwarvess · Rogue/She-Rogue · Jester/She-Jester
Warrior/She-Warrior· Male/Female Thorwalian ·Warlock/Witch
Druid/Druidess · Magician/Magicienne · Male/Female Green Elf
Hunter/Huntress · Male/Female Silvan Elf· Male/Female Ice Elf

Selecting this option, you take the dice into your hands. First, decide on an class
for your character ... but keep it in your head for the time being. Then, following
the minimum entrance requirements for your class as listed in Appendix C, you
manually distribute the attribute values to qualify for the class. Characters who are
hand crafted in this manner have higher overall attributes than those created in Free
Selection. If you select this option, skip to that section on page 36.
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Ifyou prefer to select your class without rolling all the attribute values yourself, Star
Trail will do it for you. By selecting Free Selection of Class, StarTrail shows you

The characters attribute values will be the minimum amount required for
entrance into the class you've selected. Characters created manually
tend to benefit from the "roll of the dice."
Their positive attributes will not be above 12, versus 13 for manually
created characters.
Their negative attributes will not be below 3, versus 2 for manually created
characters.
After you've selected your character's class, you may skip to Choosing an Arcane
Lore on page 38. It's a good idea to read through the pages on the way, though, so
you'll have an understanding of character's attributes, their benefits and their
drawbacks.

VALUES

POSITIVE
ATIR..IBUTH
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Characters earn their mettle when you define their attributes. When you select
this option, Star Trail "rolls" values for their positive attributes (the left hand
column) and their negative attributes (the right hand column). This is as true to
role playing as a game can get.
Like you, your characters have certain levels of wisdom, dexterity and strength,
among other attributes. In Arkania, the seven positive attributes are tracked
numerically and, for newly created characters, range from 8 to 13.
Courage (CR): A high courage influences quick decisions and provides
a high amount of willpower. This can be of value in a fight, when trying
to resist a spell or when conversing.
Wisdom (WD): This attribute measures the theoretical or "bookish"
knowledge a character has, memory, ability to plan ahead and to think
in abstract terms. This makes it the basis of most magic.
Charisma (CH): A character with a high charisma value will find it easier
to influence others. Also, his or her teammates will be more open to the
character's suggestions.
Dexterity (DX): This attribute is needed to manipulate small objects. It
affects disarming traps, opening locks and other maneuvers which require
slight of hand. It also affects a magician's ability to weave a magic spell.
Agility (AG): This measures the ability to move skillfully and to avoid
sudden obstacles. It also helps characters to avoid blows in combat.
Strength (ST): More than just brute muscle power, this is also the
knowledge of how to use it to the fullest. A necessity for moving heavy
objects and using heavy weapons, strength also determines a character's
maximum load.

~ENER.ATION

Intuition (IN): It's not necessarily anything you heard or anything you
saw, but something just tells you that something's up. A character's
intuition affects his or her ability to perform many skills and also influences
a magic user's ability.

a list of all available classes inArkania, and allows you to select the profession ofyour
choice. Once you have selected a class, StarTrail automatically gives the character
his or her attribute values.
While Free Selection is quick, characters created by this method have certain
drawbacks:

NEW
BASIC
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You'll see StarTrail's initial roll on your screen. This
roll, an lllet's say, can be used for any of the seven
attributes; you select which one depending on the
class you're hoping to create. Afrerplacing the first
value, StarTrail will roll again until you have placed
each roll with a positive statistic.

Next, you'll assign values for the negative attributes just like you did for the positive
attributes. Keep in mind that classes have negative attribute requirements as well.
The seven negative attributes, which range from 2 to 8 for new characters are:
Superstition (SN): Characters with high superstition notice certain
things, black cats and the like, and instantly understand their meaning.
A high superstition often makes a character particularly susceptible to
magic.
Acrophobia (AC): A fear of heights, leading to a distinct feeling of
vertigo. A large acrophobia value can be a severe handicap when a
character is forced to cross a suspension bridge or stand at a cliffs edge.
Claustrophobia (CL): The fear ofbeing buried alive which can close
in when traveling through narrow halls and low corridors.
Avarice (AV): The urge to gather gold, jewelry and other precious items.
A character gripped by avarice will often forget all else happening around
him or her just to loot something that has caught his or her eye.
Necrophobia (NE): A particularly terrifying fear of death and anything
connected with it, especially the undead - mummies, zombies and
skeletons. A character with a high necrophobia value will sometimes
refuse to fight against undead and may run away instead.
Curiosity (CU): A healthy amount of curiosity is something of a
prerequisite for a true hero, but too much of anything is a curse, and so
it is with curiosity. Magicians especially are often overcome with curiosity
upon discovering old scrolls and magical artifacts.
Violent Temper (VT): A character with a violent temper is easily
insulted and quick to draw a weapon to right any perceived wrong.
After assigning your character's attribute values, select Choose Class. StarTrail will
show you a list of classes your character qualifies for. Just select one to make it official.
At times, however, you may see that the character you've created doesn't qualify
for any class at all. In this case, Star Trail will tell you that you've failed to meet the
minimum entrance requirements for any class. Perhaps, he or she is just a point or
twoshywhereitcounts. You don't need tostartover... justroll the dice a bit more!
Select the Change Basic Values option, covered in the next section, to modify his
or her current values. Ifyou find yourself miles away from your desired class, though,
you may also select New Basic Values andre-roll.
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When you've placed all of your rolls and are still just one point away from creating
thatSilvan Elf that you've been trying for, don't worry ... you still have ahother option
open to you. Change Basic Values allows you to alter both positive and negative
attributes by trading off points between the two.
For example, a Silvan Elf requires an agility of 13, but, let's say, in your attempt to
create this class, youragilityis only 12. Otherwise, youqualifyfor the class. It's just
too close for are-roll, so you select Change Basic Values. StarTrail shows you a menu
listing all of the positive attributes. Select the attribute, agility in this case, and you'll
have the option to increase or decrease the attribute value. Selecting increase, his
agility jumps to 13.

But there is a price••• for every one point change you make to a
positive attribute, you will be required to make a
two point change to a negative attribute.
After you increase the positive attribute, Star Trail shows you a menu of negative
attributes ... and asks you to trade off for the positive increase in agility by increasing
your negative attributes by two points. You may put both increases in one attribute
or split them between two different attributes. Just be careful not to alter a negative
attribute above (or below) the minimum entrance requirement for the class you're
hoping to create.
Change Basic Values also allows you to decrease negative attribute values. For
example, say that same Silvan Elf has a 5 for avarice but needs 3. You can use this
option to decrease two points from your negative attributes by choosing to remove
one point from a positive attribute.
Regardless of which way you do your point trading, remember that positive
attributes cannot be decreased below 8 or above 13. Negative attributes cannot go
below 2 or above 8. Additionally, once you begin to change an attribute, you may
not tum in the other direction. Values that are lowered may not be raised later on.
Likewise, values that are raised may not be lowered. You may, however, continue
heading in the same direction.
When you have completed the adjustment to your character's negative attributes,
Star Trail will return you to the character screen. Just right click or hit PaUP and
return to the menu options. If you have further changes, though, select Change
Basic Values again.
CHOOSINc;
AN
AP-.CANE
LO P-.E
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If you created a Magician or Magicienne, Star Trail will ask you to choose the
character's preferred Arcane Lore. Arcane Lore influences the character's magical
focus and affects his or her spell casting for the selected category. The different
lores as well as their magical spells are covered in the Arcane Lore section of this
manual. In the Advanced Mode, a Magician or Magicienne also has the option to
transfer increase attempts. You may choose to trade either spell increase attempts
for skill attempts or visa versa. Additionally, this class can give up 10 spell increase
attempts for an additionallO astral points (AP). (For more information, see page
42).
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After you've selected your class, Star Trail shows you a selection of portraits
appropriate for your character. Just click on your preference.

APPEAP-.ANCE

With your character's class in place, you'll see several new attributes.

ADDITIONAL
CHA P-.ACTE P-.
CLASS
ATTP-.IBUTES

Money: As in any world, money is an important commodity in Arkania.
Luck determines how much money he or she receives.
Gold Ducats: Are the highest form of currency and are
displayed as "D."
Silver Crowns: 10 Silver Crowns equal a Gold Ducat. Silver
Crowns are displayed as "S."
Copper Bits: 10 Copper Bits equal a Silver Crown. Copper Bits
are displayed as "B."
Height and Weight: Help to define the physical aspects ofyour character
and are based on the class you selected for your character.
Deity: A character's deity is very important in Arkania. Based upon the
month the character is born, the deity determines the character's general
way oflife and may offer bonuses to attribute or skill values (then again,
they may not ... deities are funny that way).
Life Points (LP): Represent the amount of damage a character can take
before it dies. A character's life points are based upon his or her statistics
and increase with experience. Should the life points reach five or fewer,
the character will lose consciousness; he or she will die at zero. Life points
can be regained through sleep, potions or magical intervention.
Astral Points (AP): All kinds of magic are powered by astral energy
which is measured in astral points. These points represent the amount of
magical power your character has and also the amount of points available
to cast spells. Astral points are also based upon your character's class. They
increase with experience and are replenished through sleep, potions or
meditation.
Endurance: Reflects your character's ability to withstand strain, is a key
factor in the movement points the character has available and determines
how much burden he or she can tolerate before losing movement points.
Endurance is based on a character's life points (LP) and strength (ST).
Magic Resistance (MR): Represents a character's ability to ward off the
effects of magical spells. A character's magic resistance is based upon his
or her courage (CR), wisdom (WD) and superstition (SN).
If you're creating a character in the Novice Mode, you're nearly done. Skip to page
43 to save your character. He or she has all the same values as advanced characters,
butStar Trail automatically handles skills and spell increases, assigning and tracking
all of their calculations for you.
If you created your characters in the Advanced Mode, you may further customize
your characters in three areas: skills, attack and parry values and, for magic users,
magic. These changes are explained in the following sections.

FOP-.
ADVANCED
MODE. ..
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Arkanian characters have lots of skills that are needed in their world. When you
first create your character in the Advanced Mode, he or she is given a set ofstatistic
values that reflect the standard training for a character of that class. To review your
character's skills, click on either arrow at the bottom of the generation screen until
you reach any one of the character's skill screens. Press the arrow again to review
more skills. (Skills are fully explained in Appendix D: Character Skills.)
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A character's attack and parry values reflect his or her defensive and offensive
combat skills. In general, there are two different parts to the attack and parry values.

1.

At the bottom of the skill screens, between
the arrows, you'll notice REMAINING
ATTEMPTS: 20. Thisnumbermayvary
depending on the character's class.
Your character's "remaining attempts" are
chances for you to increase skills you consider important for the character and your
adventure in Arkania. To attempt a skill
increase:
Move to the skill screen that contains the skill you want to increase.
Press the right mouse button to open the Skill Increase Menu.
Next, select a skill group.
.
From the group you have selected, choose a skill to increase. Star Trail
rolls a die to determine your success or failure and tells you of the outcome.
Repeat these steps until all of your skill attempts are used.
While increasing your skills, keep the following things in mind:
Combat and Intuitive skills cannot be increased by more than one point
when creating characters or when gaining levels.
Knowledge skills cannot be increased by more than three points when
creating characters or when gaining levels.
All other skills areas cannot be increased by more than two points per level.
Ifyou increase a Combat skill, you will increase the skill's attack and parry
value as well. You may further adjust these values, though. This is covered
in the following section.
You have three attempts available to increase any one skill. Should you
not succeed in increasing a skill within those three attempts, you will need
to wait until the character gains a level of experience to try again.
The highest skill value possible is + 18. The lowest value is a -20.

4-0

2.

Basic Values: Overall reflections of the character's ability to fight
offensively (ATtack) and to protect defensively (PArry).
AT: The basic value for Attack is based upon your character's
·
courage (CR), agility (AG) and strength (ST).
PA: The basic value for Parry is based upon your character's
intuition (IN), agility (AG) and strength (ST) .

Mode Values: Mode values are based upon the combination of your
character's actual combat skill value (SV, from the skill list) and the Basic
Values. Like the Basic Values, Mode Values are split into two categories,
attack (AT) and parry (PA).
How the Mode Values are Determined
Basic Values

Mode Values
11T

[ Step 1:
Step 2:
Step 3:

7

ftt

7
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Add the Basic Values together. Here, they equal 12.
Add the SV (Skill Value), in this case it is 2, to the total of
the Basic Values. Here, the new total is 14.
This total can be divided any way you like between the
individual AT (Attack) and PA (Parry) values for each mode,
but cannot be less than the Basic Value. Here, Edged
.
Weapons has 7 AT and 7 PA. This totals 14.

While Star Trail initially determines your character's Mode Values, you may
change the individual AT (attack) and PA (parry) values to suit your own taste.
If you prefer an offensive hack-slashing type character, increase their AT values.
If, on the other hand, you prefer someone who's better at protecting him or herself
from a blow, increase their PA values.
Increasing values is easy. Just remember the total from Step 2 in the above example.
(Naturally, this total may be different for your characters and varies from Mode to
Mode.) To get this total, add both Basic Values together, and then add the SV (skill
value). You may split this number between the Mode's AT and PA values anyway
you like so long as they do not fall below the AT or PA Basic Values. For instance,
ifyourtotalis 14and your Basic Values are both6, like above, youcanhaveanAT
value of 8 and a PA value of 6 (or 7 AT and 7 PA and so on) . As you distribute
the values, consider where you want the character's proficiency to lie: defensive
moves or offensive moves. Though they are calculated the same way, the values
for missile weapons and thrown weapons may not be changed.
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What happens if a character has a negative combat skill value? '( ou won't be able
to do any adjustments for starters. The negative value is subtracted, more or less
evenly, from the character's Basic Values to produce the AT and PA values. If the
character's skill level is so low that it exceeds the total of the Basic Values, he or she
would have zero AT and zero PA. He or she will not be able to protect the body
from such a weapon's attack, and can't attack very well with it either.
Magic users in the Advanced Mode may also increase their current spell values. Just
like increasing skills, StarTrail allows your character a certain number of attempts,
magical bonus points of a sort, to increase spell values. Obviously, characters who
are not magically gifted won't have this option. To attempt a spell increase:
Move to the spell screen that contains the spell you want to increase. There
are seven screens of spells and each is fully explained in the Arcane Lore
section of this manuaL
Press the right mouse button to open the Spell Increase menu.
Next, select a spell group.
From the group you have selected, choose a spell to increase. Star Trail
rolls a die to determine your success or failure, and tells you of the outcome.
Repeat these steps until all of your spell increase attempts are used.

APPENDIX A: ~ENE~TION
Once you're happy with your character, select Save Character to add your
character to the ranks of the elite, albeit inexperienced, adventurers, awaiting you.
If your character profile is incomplete, or if another character by the same name
already exists, Star Trail will let you know.

S..J>...YINC
you~
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Once you've saved your character, select New Character to create another
character. New Character is also helpful if your current character isn't cutting it,
and you'd like to begin anew with a fresh slate of attributes. You may create as many
characters as you like, and select up to six to join you in your adventure. Star Trail
comes with six pre-rolled characters that you may use as well. Newly created
characters may be added to your party at the Temple ofPeraine in Kvirasim.

ANEW

As your characters travel through Arkania, they will gain experience points as they
face numerous foes, perform Herculian tasks and overcome other perils common
to daily life. When your characters accumulate enough experience points, they
become eligible for new experience levels. To reach the next level of experience,
characters need to gain:

C..J>...INjlN4

EP ...... Lvl

0 ...... 1
5,000 ...... 2

EP ...... Lvl
15,000 .. .... 3
30,000 ...... 4

cH..J>...p.).Acn~
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LEVELS

EP ..... Lvl
50,000 ..... 5
75,000 ..... 6

While trying to create a super spell caster, keep these things in mind:
When your character gains a level, they will enjoy its numerous benefits:
Depending on your character's class, he or she will have a varying number
of increase attempts. Magicians and Magiciennes have 40, Druids,
Druidesses, Warlocks and Witches have 25. All Elves have 20 attempts.
Certain spells have increase limits. After all, a 1evel1 character who can
blow up Kvirasim and most of the surrounding fauna does not a balanced
game make. The limits depend on your character's class.
Spells that are part of a character's class can be increased by two
points. (See the Arcane Lore section of this manual for further
information.)
Spells not in a character's class can be increased only 1 point.
Magicians and Magiciennes can increase all spells belonging to
their Arcane Lore by 2 points.
Magicians and Magiciennes also possess certain "house spells"
they can increase up to 3 points.
You have, at most, three attempts available to increase any one spelL
Should you not succeed in increasing a spell with those three attempts,
wait until the character gains a level to try again.
Characters cannot use any spell with a value below -5. (In fact, it might
be downright dangerous if they could.)
The highest spell value possible is + 18.

4-2

You may choose to increase any positive attribute, followed by a decrease
of two points to your negative attributes.
Life points (LP) will increase by up to six points. For magic users, these
points may increase by up to eight points.
Magic users may divide these eight points between LP and AP.
If you are playing in the Advanced Mode, you will have the opportunity to use skill
and spell increase attempts to continue to shape the ideal character, much as you
may have or would have done in the Advanced Character Generation. Additionally, other factors come into play:
All classes get 20 skill increase attempts except for the Magician and
Magicienne who receive 15.
When increasing combat skills, you will have the opportunity to adjust AT
and PA values.
Spell increase attempts depend on class. Magicians and Magiciennes
receive 40, Druids, Druidesses, Warlocks and Witches receive 25 and
Elves receive 20.
With the exception of Elves, magic users may convert skill increase
attempts into spell increase attempts and vice versa.
Magicians and Magiciennes may forgo some spell increase attempts in
return for astral points.
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After you've rounded up your party and take a minute or two to ~eview one of your
characters Oust double click on their pro trait), you'll notice that he or she has several
new attributes that weren't apparent during character generation. Additionally,
when you review your characters, you'll also have new options available to you.

Movement Points (MP): A character's movements points determine how far they
can travel and how many actions they can perform in one round of combat. The
higher the movement points the better. Characters with low movement points may
be carrying too much around.

The character review screen shows you everything you need to know about your
character and also allows for his or her feeding and care. Nearly every section of
the review screen offers some kind of information.

Armor Class (AC): A character's armor class shows you how well he or she is
protected against a creature's attack. Armor class ranges from zero (stark naked)
to eleven (scale male over chain mail covered with plate armor and a bullet-proof
vest) .

AR..'Mol

When you review your characters, you'll notice that their statistics have two values:
a base value and the current value.

THEVA.LUE 1
OF ST~TIITICS

Portrait. Arrows to
the side allow
you to scroll to
another member.

Body. Click here
to "pull down"
body icon.
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Base value (right): the statistic's normal level. This
value changes only when characters gain a level. It
serves as a reminder of the actual value's peak level.
Current value (left): the current level of the statistic
that changes as characters become hurt or suffer a
malady or are influenced by magic, potions or herbs.

As characters travel through Arkania, the values for certain attributes may change.
When a character is hurt by a monster, for instance, the actual value of LP (life
points) will decrease. Other times, the attributes are affected. Charisma, for
example, goes down when characters become intoxicated.

II

General Information

Character Statistics.
(Attack & Parry Values also appear here)

NEW
ST.A.Tl STI CS

Once characters are generated and have joined your party, they acquire three new,
secondary statistics, each of which are seen in the character review.
Encumbrance (ENC): A character can only carry so much before his knees start
to buckle and his back gives out. Encumbrance tracks this load and tells you how
many ounces of armor, weapons and supplies a character carries. At most, a
character can carry 100 x strength (ST) ounces. However, characters who push
the limit or exceed it are not able to move as quickly or as much and lose movement
points.

4-4-

After a hard day's travel, your characters are hungry, their throats are
parched and they're all looking forward to a good meal. Characters eat
"rations," picnic style meals with good helpings from each food gr~up.
Nearly every chandler's shop offers rations, and your party may o~cas10~.
ally find several left behind by wandering groups or hunt.down dmner m ~he wil~.
Along with rations, characters take water to soothe thetr palates. Carrymg ~err
waterskins everywhere, characters may refill them at the many streams and nvers
that weave through Arkania.

Characters will nourish themselves so long as they have rations and water available.
If characters are unconscious, however, you'll need to feed them. To serve up
dinner review the character. Pick up an appropriate item (a waterskin for example)
from tl~e inventory by clicking on it with the left mouse button. Next, click on the
"mouth" icon, and it hits the spot. The character's hunger or thirst lines, d.epending
on what you fed them, will reflect the satisfaction of these basic needs. This method
is also used should you wish to consume a herb or a potion.
Unlike Earth characters in Arkania can eat all they like without gaining weight.
I
However, if you
try to feed a character somethinh'
· g t at s not norma11Y eaten
(Thanks, but I'll pass on the filet ofleather boot), Star Trail will let you know.

MOVEMENT
POINTS

{

l

CLASS

EXA.MINJNc;
ITEMS
ITEMS IN THE
BA.CKPA.CK

ITEMS ON
THE BODYEQ..UIPPINc;

•
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To look at an item in your character's possession, click on it followed by the
"eye" icon. Star Trail will tell you what it is and what condition it's in.

Every Arkanian character has a backpack, a place where they store up to 16 items.
By left clicking on an item to select it, it highlights red. Characters can drop it, give
it to another player or use it in some other way. Handling items, in all different ways,
is covered later on in this section under Review Options.

In addition to their backpacks, characters may carry seven items on their body.
These items are considered "equipped" and at the ready. Obviously, a sword in
your backpack won't be nearly as useful in combat as a sword in the hand {unless
you fall backward onto a monster, that is). Items such as swords affect your
character's performance in combat.

Head Cover
Arm Armor
Wrist

Primary Weapon
Ring

Secondary ltem/Weapon
Ring

Pants

Leg Armor

Footwear

Items that cover parts of the body work to lower their armor class (AR) . Each of
the carrying slots represents a part of the body. To equip your character, just select
an item from inventory and drag it to the appropriate body icon. Boots, for example,
would go in the Footwear icon. Should you try to equip something your character
can't wear, like pants on his head, Star Trail will let you know.
THE LEFT&.

Rlc;HT H)...NDS

While most of the body icons are used for armor and clothing, the primary and
secondary hand icons have a special significance. Only items in those two boxes
can be used instantly.
Primary Hand: The primary hand is the weapon hand. This weapon will
be at the ready should a monster approach. If characters don't have a
weapon here and are attacked, they will have to arm themselves in the
first round, losing precious time, or fight unarmed.
Secondary Hand: The secondary hand is the potion, herb, shield or
missile hand. The items in the secondary hand are held readied for

APPENDIX 8:
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While reviewing your character, you have numerous options aside from equipping
them or investigating their basis statistics. To see the options available to you, click
the right mouse button. You'll see a menu containing the different review options.
To select any option, highlight it and press the left mouse key.
View Character: Pulls down the "Body" panel.
Change Name: Just as it implies, you may rename your character
selecting this option.
Change Appearance: For super cheap and efficient plastic surgery,
select Change Appearance.
Next Level At ••. : To see how many experience points a character
requires before he or she achieves the next level of experience, sele~t this
option.
Use Item: Some items can be used, like using a tinder box to light a torch
or using a scroll by reading it. Select the item followed by Use Item. If
you select an item that can't be used, like leather leggings, Star Trail will
let you know.
Drop Item: If you're hoping to lower your encumbrance, or if your
characteris pack-ratting a lot of junk, you cangetrid ofit using Drop Item.
First, select the object you wish to drop. Then, select Drop Item. Items
that are dropped are gone forever. Just in case you made a mistake, Star
Trail will ask you if you really want to drop the item before it disappears.
Use Skill: Certain skills may be used while reviewing your character.
Generally, these skills are of the healing variety, like Treat Wounds for
example. To use one of the skills available, just select it.
Cast Spell: To have your character whip off a spell, select Cast Spell. Star
Trail will ask you to choose the spell group, followed by the actual spell.
In general, healing or adventure type spells {like a light spell) are the type
that you would cast in review. Detonating a fire ball into empty air, after
all, could prove rather hazardous, not to mention a waste of time.
Attack/Parry Values: To toggle between the character's basic values
and his or her Attack and Parry values, select this option. This option is
only available in the Advanced Mode.
Skill Values: To review a character's skills, select the Skill Value option.
This option is only available in the Advanced Mode.
Spell Values: Spell Values allows you to review your character's magical
proficiency. This option is only available in the Advanced Mode.
Print Character Sheet: If you have a standard dot-matrix printer, Star
Trail will print a character sheet for you when you select this option.
Should you have problems printing on your printer, try printing it to an
ASCII file instead. You can change the default in the Game Options
menu.
Exit: Selecting this option, you leave your character's review and
return to the Main Window.

use at a moment's notice during combat (for more information, see
Use Item in the Combat section) .
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That wand your Warrior found would certainly be better use.d in the hands of your
Magicienne. So, naturally, he hands it over. To trade items between characters,
click on the item to select it as your cursor. The inventory square will be highlighted
in red. Next, click on the arrows next to the character's portrait until you reach the
character you desire. Once there, just deposit the item in his or her inventory by
clicking on an empty backpack icon. Ifyou place the item over a full inventory spot,
however, the items will swap.
Items that are alike and can be grouped may be merged inArkania. To merge two
items, like two rations for example, click on one item to select it. The cursor will
shape itself as the item, and its inventory box will be highlighted in red. Next, click
on anotheritem to merge the two. If the items can be merged, they will join together,
occupying only one spot in your character's inventory. If the items cannot be
merged, you'll just swap one for the other.
Arkania is an equal opportunity world. All members of the party, man and woman
alike, make an equal amount of money for their efforts. This money goes into the
party's coffer with each character having an equal share. When your party visits
a merchant, this money goes into a community slush fund, allowing the party to pool
their money for goods that need to be purchased.

Shall we pause for a moment to remember Pumpkin Man?

Thank you.
Reward offered for his safe return.
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FEMA.LE
CLASSES
Rl~HT

MALE
CLA.HES

JEStER.. &.
S'HE-JESTER..

All characters in Star Trail have certain backChoose a character
grounds, specialties and physical attributes that
class!
Slre- .J ester·
make them different from each other. This diverHuntt' ess
Sire-~-J -3:rr· ior·
sity provides for 12 different peoples, or classes,
Slre-F.:•:•gue
Tlror· ~-~ -3:li -3:n
within Star Trail. When you create your characD~-~-3:r· ~)ess
l·htcr-,
ters, you may select their class by placing your own
Dt'Ui•jess
f'l.:sgi•:ienne
attribute values usGr·een Elf
Clroose .:, chat'-3:Cter·
Ice E:lf
ing New Basic ValCl -3:SS!
Sil•.) .3:n Elf
.Jester·
ues and Choose
Hunter·
Class. You may also
~-Jat' r· i ·:·r·
F.:ogue
select Free Selection of Class to have Star Trail
Tlror· ~-~ -3:li .:.n
Dl·l ·~t'· f
place all the attribute values for you. This section
~-Jar· lo•:k
Dr·ui':l
contains the low down on classes, from their specialt·1.:.gician
Green Elf
ties and their attribute requirements to the characIce E:lf
Sil',.'an E:l f
teristics and peculiarities of each. A space is also
provided for your notes within each class.

I

Requirements
CR 11
WD
CH
DX 12
AG 13
IN
ST

SN
AC
CL
AV
NE

cu
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Requirements

Special Training

CR
WD
CH
DX
AG 12

Missile Weapons
Hunting

IN

12

SN
AC
CL
AV
NE

7
Magic

cu

None

VT

ST
Notes:

These remote loners possess a thorough knowledge ofArkania's wilderness, its game
and its dangers, and, through years of training, are incredibly proficient with many
kinds of missile weapons.

Special Training

7

Survival Techniques

Magic
None

VT

Notes:

Requirements
CR 12
WD
CH
DX
AG 11
IN
ST 12

SN
AC
CL
AV
NE

Combat
Survival
Magic

cu
VT

Special Training

None
~5

Notes:
These men and women of the road are well-versed in all kinds of survival
techniques. Having a fair share of experience with rogues and pickpockets, they
well know how to protect themselves and the party.
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HUNTER..&.
HUNTR..EH

Warriors are masters of armed combat, and are often sorely needed to ensure a
party's survival in these violent times. Due to their training, they are a strong and
hardy people with the ability to don the heaviest armor and to carry two-handed
swords. Members of this classes are known to be fairly laid back (drinking only
decaf) to keep their awesome fighting skills in check.

WA.R..R..IOR..

ROCUE &.
SHE-ROCUE
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Requirements

Requirements

CR 13
WD
CH
DX 12
AG 11
IN
ST

SN
AC
CL
AV
NE

Special Training
Thievery, Trickery
City Skills

7

cu

Magic
None

VT

Notes:

SN
AC
CL
AV
NE

DW.A.R..F&.
DW.A.R..VEH

Smithing
Axe/Combat

7

cu

Magic
None

VT

Notes:

Whether pickpockets or tricksters, Rogues are at home in crowded towns and cities
where they have ample opportunity to prove their particular skills. In the wilderness,
however, Rogues are lost, often preferring to stay close to the party.

The Little People of Arkania are excellent smiths, and can value jewelry and other
precious items with great accuracy. Their hands and eyes are also accurate with
an axe.

Requirements

Requirements

CR 11
WD
CH
DX
AG 11
IN
ST 12

SN
AC
CL
AV
NE

cu

Special Training

6

Combat

4
Magic
None

VT

Notes:

The hulking Thorwalians, equally honored and feared as sailors and fighters,
are particularly well known for good living and a lust for battle (be it against
others or the forces of nature).
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CR
WD
CH
DX 12
AG
IN
ST 12

Special Training

CR
WD
CH 13
DX
AG
12
IN
ST

SN
AC ~4
CL
AV
NE

cu

Special Training

W.A.R..ILOCK '
&. WITCH l

Nature, Social
Intuition

Magic
Non-book

VT

Notes:

In contrast to magicians, Witches and Warlocks do not derive therr powers from
the accumulated bookish knowledge of centuries, but from an intuitive understanding of human and animal nature.
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Requirements

Requirements

Special Training

SN
AC
CL
AV
NE .::;4

cu

Nature

Magic
"Dark" Spells

VT

The secretive Druids are distinguished as much by their knowledge of dark spells
of control as by their love of nature in all its aspects. Their love oflife may contribute
to their reputation as skilled healers. Their beliefs forbid them from using metal
armor and weapons for fear of destroying their divine power.

Requirements
CR
WD 13
CH 12
DX
AG
IN
ST

CR
WD
CH 12
DX
AG 12
IN
13
ST

SN
AC
CL
AV .::;4
NE

cu

Nature, Social, Body
Missile Weapons
Magic
Natural

VT

Notes:

Notes:

Special Training

SN .::;4
AC
CL
AV
NE

cu

6

Survival
Science, Lore
Magic
Formula

VT

Notes:

-r:he adepts of the magical arts consider themselves scientists and delight in the
discovery of spell formulas and other arcane mysteries. Still, their sorcerous skills
all?w them to survive under distinctly hostile circumstances, even if their mundane
sktlls would not suggest anything of the sort.
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c; R.EEN
ELVES

CR 13
WD 12
CH
DX
AG
IN
ST

MA.CICI.l>..N
&.. M.l>..<:;lCIENNE

Special Training

Of all the elven folk in Arkania, the Green Elves have had the closest contact with
humans. They are not adverse to sitting 'round campfires discussing a day's events,
and are occasionally spotted in Thorwal's taverns. While slight of stature, Green
Elves possess a great deal of magic and skill with missile weapons and have much
in common with Human mages, who are rumored to receive training on occasion
from their Elven counterparts. They are also very self-disciplined.

Requirements
CR
WD
CH 12
DX
AG 13
IN
13
ST

SN .::;4
AC
CL
AV .::;4
NE

cu

Special Training

ICE
ELVES ·

Nature, Endurance
Perception
Magic
Yes. Unknown

VT

Notes:

Very few members of the Ice Elffamily have ventured beyond their native grounds,
and they are seldom seen in southern areas of Arkania. They seem to possess an
almost unknown magical sense, and their spells often puzzle magic users of a more
traditional bent. Also a puzzle to outsiders is their remarkable endurance and keen
sense of perception. They're also not too shabby when it comes to using missile
weapons.
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Requirements

Special Training

ELVES
CR
WD
CH 13
DX
AG 13
IN
13
ST

SN ~4
AC
CL
AV ~4
NE

cu
VT

Nature/Survival
Bow, Intuition
Magic
Yes

s4

Notes:

Silvan Elves live a secluded life in the dense forest ofnorthern Arkania. There, they
provide for themselves and are almost entirely self-sufficient. Needless to say, they
have developed great nature and survival skills. They are also acknowledged
masters of the bow and possess a well-rounded understanding of the magical
elements.
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All Arkanian characters need certain skills to survive in their sometimes friendly,
often times hostile, environment. In Star Trail, these skills are broken down into
seven groups which all classes have the ability to develop: Combat, Body, Social,
Nature, Lore, Craftsmanship and Intuition.
Skills range from -20 to a+ 18. Those on the lower end of the scale would have
trouble pickpocketing an empty pair of trousers while those on the high side could
steal money from a man counting it. Some skills, too, are harder to increase than
others.
When your characters attempt to perform certain actions, Star Trail checks the
action against your character's skill level to determine the action's success. A highly
skilled character ( + 18) willlikelyperformanaction with ease. His inept companion
(-20) will likely fail. Regardless of a character's proficiency in a skill, he or she may
attempt to use it.
A character's Combat skills determine how well he or she holds up, both offensively
and defensively, against foes. These values are used to calculate a character's
attack (AT) and parry (PA) values. On reaching a new level, Combat skills can
be raised by 1 point.
UNARMED: This skill encompasses boxing, wrestling and kicking. It is
a skill to fall back on in case the character's weapon breaks.
EDGED WEAPONS: This skill governs the use of all weapons used in a
striking fashion, which includes the majority of edged weapons (sabre,
cutlass, etc.), and also some blunt weapons such as the mace and morning
star.
POINTED WEAPONS: Epee, rapier and foil, as well as all knives and
daggers, are included in this category.
SWORDS: Swords are used as striking weapons, but can be used to pierce
as well. They are handled easily and are readily available.
AXES: Axes and hatchets are favored weapons of the northernArkanians
and are easy to find. Axes, like the ore hook or the barbarian war axe, do
a lot of damage, but require a lot of skill to handle.
POLE ARMS: This skill is used not only for spears and pole arms, but also
for quarterstaves and double fleurs.
TWO-HANDED WEAPONS: This skill governs all two-handed swords
such as the tuzakian or the rondracomb. Normally, only warriors learn to
handle these awkward weapons.
MISSILE WEAPONS: The most common types of missile weapons are
the various types of bows and the crossbow.
THROWING WEAPONS: Throwing weapons include all javelins,
throwing knives, throwing stars and throwing hatchets such as the
francesca.
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Body skills are used to regulate all athletic actions such as climbing, hiding or riding.
For a character to succeed in an action that requires a Body skill, good values for
strength and agility are a must. Depending on the skill, other attributes may play
a part in an action's success as well. These statistics are listed in parentheses following
the skill's name. When characters gain an experience level, Body skills may be
increased by up to 2 points.
ACROBATICS (CR/AGIST): Somersaults and cartwheels are a useful
way of earning money by performing for an audience. Acrobatic reactions
to unexpected situations rely more on Physical Control skill.
CLIMB (CR/AG/ST): Climbing is always risky, especially at great heights
where the smallest slip can have grave consequences. Along with the skill
level, success also depends on whether the character is using any
specialized equipment.
PHYSICAL CONTROL (CR/INIAG): A successful check against this
skill allows a character to reduce the consequences of a fall, to escape an
opponent's grip or to squeeze through a narrow crack.
RIDE (CH/AG/ST): This is the ability to ride horseback during daring
maneuvers without falling flat on one's face.
STEALTH (CR/IN/AG): The ability to move without a sound. The
probability of success also depends on the ground walked on and on the
type of armor worn. Little clangs, jingling and creaking, and the crunch
of dried leaves underfoot have a tendency to alert a potential target.
SWIM (CR/AGIST): Determines how long a character can keep his or
her head above water. Any kind of armor is a large hindrance to the
swimmer.
SELF CONTROL (CR/ST/ST): The ability to take damage without
letting the pain get the better of you. With a high self control, characters
feel the wound -note its presence -but do not react to it, allowing them
to continue an action with accuracy and skill.
DANCE (CHIAG/AG): Like Acrobatics, dancing offers many a crown
to a sufficiently skilled dancer performing for an appreciative audience.
HIDE (CR/IN/AG): The ability to find a hiding place quickly and
quietly.
CAROUSE (WD!IN/ST): The ability to hold oneself in check while
visiting taverns. It affects the amount ofbeer, brandy and wine a character
can drink before he or she becomes intoxicated.

INTUITIVE
SKILLS

Intuitive skills are not trained but are improved primarily through practice. They
are, somewhat, the character's sixth sense. Because of this, they can only be
improved by 1 point when characters gain a level.
DANGER SENSE (WOliN/IN): This skill provides a warning to characters of immediate danger posed, for instance, by an ambush or a trap.
PERCEPTION (WOliN/IN): This skill allows you to notice hidden signs,
secret doors, movement on the horizon or sounds behind a locked door.
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Social skills help (or hinder) characters in the social situations they encounter in
towns and cities. Attributes in parentheses affect the skill's chances of success.
Social skills aren't much use in the wild, unless you encounter a particularly
talkative rabbit. When characters gain a level, Social skills may be increased by up
to2points.

SOCIA.L
SKILLS

CONVERT (WD/IN/CH): The ability to convince others that your point
of view is the correct one, especially in regard to religious matters. ("No,
really, Norm, Ifirn said that if you gave me your sword, half your rations
and dove headfirst into that -stable over there, you'd be granted a
miracle.")
SEDUCE (IN/CHICH) : An ability to attract members of the opposite sex.
When looking for assistance, it helps if your target is attracted to you.
HAGGLE (CR!WD/CH) : A good haggler knows how to smooth talk. In
markets, the best hagglers can get discounts of up to 50% from a merchant
(tax, title and registration are extra).
STREETWISE (WD/IN/CH): Helps a character to find his way in a
strange town. It also helps him or her find unguarded shortcuts, to avoid
the city guards and where to beg for the highest take.
LIE (CR/IN/CH): The ability to make your opponent believe anything
you tell him. (Ah, no. That wasn't me who took your money. It was, ah,
it evaporated. Yeah. That's been happening to me a lot, too.)
HUMAN NATURE (WD!IN/CH) : Allows you to judge the probable
reaction of non-player characters to your party.
EVALUATE (WOliN/IN): =This skill helps to estimate the value of
artifacts and other useful items.
I

Nature skills are a must for survival in the Wilderness. They help characters to feel
at home with the land, and are generally used whenever a party ventures outside
of town. Following each skill's name are the attributes that influence a character's
success. When characters gain levels, these skills may be increased by up to 2 points.

NA.TUF-.E
SKILLS

TRACK (WOliN/AG): This skill is used to find animal tracks and judge
the species that left them (wild pig, lion .._:_maybe a human?) .
BIND (DXIAG/ST) : Knowledge of ropes and knots helps when tying
game and in freeing oneself should you be bound and gagged by someone
else.
ORIENTATION (WOliN/IN): Awell-honedsenseofdirectioncan be
very useful, not just in the wilderness, but also down in the dungeons.
HERB LORE (WD/IN/DX): Not just the knowledge of where to find
herbs, but also the ability to correctly identify and prepare them.
ANIMAL LORE (CR!WD/IN): Knowledge of animals is especially
important in combat, when knowing where to find a vulnerable spot can
mean the difference between life and death.
SURVIVAL (IN/DX/AG) : Just the skill you need to find a good spot for
setting up camp, a source of water or rich hunting grounds.
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Almost all knowledge can be covered by a Lore skill, and in many cases, Lore skills
define a character's art. Attributes that affect the skill's performance follow the
skill's name. When characters gain new levels, Lore skills may be increased by up
to3points.
ALCHEMY (CRJWD/DX): This skill governs the recognition and, most
importantly, the preparation of potions and elixirs.
ANCIENT TONGUES (WD/WD/IN): This skill will allow your character to identify ancient scrolls.
GEOGRAPHY rWD/WDIIN): The lore of far-off countries.
HISTORY (WD!WD/IN): Knowledge of oral and written history.
RITUAL (WDIIN/CH) Knowledge of the various rituals connected
with the Twelve Gods.
TACTICS (CRJWD/CH) : Knowledge of successful combat movement.
READ/WRITE (WD/WD/DX): The ability to read and write your
native tongue. Quite a rare skill in Arkania.
ARCANE LORE (WD/WD/DX) : This skill allows characters to recognize an artifact or judge a spell's effect. An absolute must for magic users.
TONGUES (WD/lN/CH): This skill determines how many foreign
languages a character speaks, and how well he or she speaks it.

C~FTS

M)I.NSHIP
SKILLS

Craftsmanship skills are based on a character's ability to influence situations or
people with his or her hands and mind. All Craftsmanship skills are honed by
constant use and practice. Following the skill's name are attributes affecting the
skill. On reaching a new level, these skills may be increased by up to 2 points.
TRAIN ANIMALS (CR/lN/CH): Used to tame and train animals such
as horses, hounds or falcons.
DRIVE (IN/CH/DX): The skill of handling carts, coaches and sleds.
CHEAT (CR/CH/DX): A skill that promises substantial monetary
rewards as long as no one notices you are playing with a marked deck or
loaded dice. Should that happen though, expect precious little mercy.
TREAT DISEASE (CRJWD/CH); TREAT POISON (CRJWD/IN);
TREATWOUNDS (WD/CH/DX) : A number of team members should
be proficient with these healing skills, especially treat wounds . . . a very
commonly used skill for adventurers inArkania. Untreated wounds often
lead to infection and disease.
INSTRUMENT (WD/IN/DX): Using this talent and the appropriate
instrument, a character can make some crowns at a tavern provided he
or she hits the right note and the mood of the audience.
LOCKS (IN/DX/DX) : An essential skill for survival in towns and
dungeons, it includes the picking oflocks on doors and chests.
PICKPOCKET (CR!IN/DX) Using this skill is a risky endeavor with a lot
of promise for either silver crowns or gold ... or a pummeling if you're
caught.

APPEND1X E: AR..KAN1A'S DE1T1ES
An ancient world like Arkania would not be complete without a multitude of
deities. The most important among these are the Twelve Gods- the pantheon
worshiped by the vast majority of Arkanians. There is also another god, a shadowy
creature who inspires such fear in Arkania's residents that his name is never spoken
and has all but been forgotten. Only in passing is he referred to as the God Without
A Name.
Characters "meet" the individual divine providences when visiting the temples
found in nearly every settlement. Entering temples, characters may make offerings
to the deities out of reverence and in hopes that the temple's cleric, and perhaps
even the god, will smile on them. Needless to say, the higher the donation, the larger
the smile it tends to bring. While in temples, characters may also ask for miracles
from the deities. As you might expect, however, miracles are a relatively rare
occurrence and do not happen with predictable ease. Of course, miracles, like
wishes, might come true, so be careful what it is you ask for.
The Sun God is also the God ofJustice and the patron deity of the Central Empire,
the largest Arkanian state. He favors courage and truth and shows no mercy.
The Goddess ofWar, of Storms and of Honorable Duels. Guile and cunning are
foreign to her. Instead, courage and the willingness to sacrifice yourself for your
companions are held in the highest regard.
The God ofWater, Lord of the Ocean's Waves and Provider of Rain in the deserts.
He is considered moody and unpredictable.
The Goddess of the Hearth and Protectress of the Home is also the patron deity of
marriage and fidelity. The Temples to Travia are used for sanctuary by all kinds
of fugitives, and no one -not even city guards -dares draw a weapon on her hallowed
ground.
The Lord of the Dead and one who's not likely to part with any of the souls in his
care. He is also the god of Sleep and Provider of Dreams. His symbol is the broken
wheel, used to mark graves all over Arkania.
The Goddess ofWisdom and Mistress of All Magic. Her temples often harbor huge
libraries and treasure troves of magic artifacts.
Lord ofWinter, Master of the Eternal Frost and God ofHunting. He is the patron
deity ofhunters, testing their strength against the most powerful of animals. Prayers
and requests by mere humans have a slim chance of swaying him. Many prefer to
pray to his daughter, Ifim, to intervene on their behalf.
The Goddess of Life, Eternal Creator and Lady ofRessurection. Her servants are
forbidden to take any life, and she herself occasionally grants the return of life to
the deceased, wrestling a soul from the grip of Boron.
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PHEX

God of Merchants and Thieves and Lord of the Night. Nothing Arkanian is foreign
to Phex, which explains why a heavy purse can go a long way to help a miracle along
in one of his temples.

PEI!.)liN E

The Goddess of Fertility and Mistress of the Healing Arts is famous for her mercy
and love for all living creatures. Clerics ofPeraine provide a large and rather divine
influence on Arkanian healers.

I

Nt;EJ!..IMM

This God of Creating and Destroying Fire and Lord of Smiths is worshiped most
fervently by dwarves - often enough, he is the only God they worship.

RAH)A

The Goddess of Physical Love, Wine and Inebriation is famous for the revelry
habitually staged in any temple dedicated to her worship.

LEHER..
DEITIES

Lesser deities, for reasons of their worshippers, have come into importance in
Arkania. They are:

SWAFNIP-.

The patron deity ofThorwalians (he's a half god), known to be a son ofEfferd's by
Rondra. He is the Protector of Dragons hips and a moody God of Gales. According
to his followers, he travels the oceans in the shape of a giant whale.

llili!-.N

THE
NAMELESS
t;OD

The daughter ofFirun and perhaps one of the very few who can influence him in
matters concerning Arkanians. Although she is not a god, temples have been built
for her in hopes that it will increase the likelihood of a response from Firun.
Very little is known about this creature. Your characters will not find him or his
clerics in any temple, but they might come across these servants of the dark
somewhere along the way.

APPENDIX F: HER..BS &.. POISONS
Traveling through Arkania's wilds, your characters will likely come across a vast
array of herbs that may prove useful in their adventures. Some herbs can be used
without any prior preparation, while others require a skilled and knowledgable
character before their use becomes apparent.
Herbs can be purchased from Arkania's many herbalists. Your party may also find
herbs throughout Arkania's wild. Naturally, a character skilled in Herb Lore will
have a much better chance to find herbs. Extremely skilled characters may even
be able to gather extra herbs as a means to make money for the party, selling his or
her reserves to one of Arkania's herbalists. And for those unlucky enough to have
no party member skilled in Herb Lore, ready-made potions are available atArkania's
better herbalists.
Mixed together with recipe in hand, these herbs can form wondrous healing agents
and deadly poisons. Without a recipe, however, your character may end up making
"Vaporize Party Immediately" instead of that helpful elixir you had in mind.
POISONS
ARAX: Concentrated cave-spider poison. Does only light damage, but reduces an opponent's combat values.
BANE DUST: A powerful poison that
slowly robs magically gifted characters
of their astral energy.
BLACK LOTUS: The pollen of the
black lotus is used in the preparation of
an extremely potent inhaled poison.
FEAR POISON: A magical poison of
immediate effect identical to a successful Horriphobus spell.
GOLDEN GLUE: This is an acidic contact poison often found on doorknobs
and the opening mechanisms of treasure chests.
HYAILIAN FIRE: Not a poison in the
strict sense of the word, but it still belongs
in this list. Anyone this brew is used on
will start thrashing about in pain. This
fluid will explode with a bang and go up
inflames.
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KUKRIS: A deadly poison of almost
immediate effect. It is extracted from a
southern clinging root and is extremely
expensive.
MIASTHMATICUM: A strong poison
that clouds its vitim in a green fog and
does severe damage.
SHURIN BULB: The shurin bulb,
which is found in the Orcish Lands and
in the wilds, offers a strong but very slow
poison.
SLEEPING POISON: A mild, magical
poison that makes an opponent fall asleep
immediately. A strike against the afflicted suffices to wake him (or her) up
again.
TOADSTOOLPOISON: Apoisonof
reddish yellow hue extracted from the
fly agaric, it sees frequent use as a weapon poison. It is also quite often mixed
with food. Victims will suffer stomach,
ah, turmoil.
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ATMON: This hardy flower, or rather,
the salve made from it, has to be imported from the Khorn Desert. Atmon
salve increases all Body skills.
BELMART: The dark green leaves of
the belmart bush can be used to concoct
a preventive medicine against disease
and poisons.
DONF: Donf sprigs are a favored remedy of healers, prescribed for just about
any affliction. They work best against
paralysis and swamp fever, though.
FINAGE: An mix made from young
finage tree sprigs raises attributes lowered by magic or disease to the former
value.
FOUR-LEAFLONEBERRY: The berries of this bush are among the most
common medicinal herbs of all Arkania.
They can be eaten raw or used to prepare a concoction. They also figure in
many recipes for healing potions.
GULMOND: The leaves of the
gulmond bush, found mostly in the Svellt
Valley to the east of the Orcish Lands,
are famous for increasing strength and
endurance. The preferred way to take
gulmond is as a tea, but it is also possible
to chew the fresh leaves.
ILMEN LEAF: This is a weak hallucinogen imported from the south. The leaves
are usually smoked and their vapors are
said to calm even berserkers.
JORUGA: This yellow root of about
finger length is the only known cure for
rabies and valued accordingly. In northern Arkania, the joruga root can be
found mostly within Nos tria.
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KAIRAN: This fern plant only grows
under water. It is extremely rare and is
collected mostly along the shores of
Nine Eyes Lake, though it can on occasion be found around other lakes and
ponds.
MANDRAKE:.This common root often grows in man-like shape and is the
base of many magic potioru. It can be
found mostly in forest areas and wet
grasslands.
MENCHAL: This cactus from the edge
of the Arkanian deserts is a potent antidote to various poisons.
OLGIN ROOT: The roots of this moss
species build up a resistance against all
kinds of poison and disease. Unfortunately, olgin root is very rare and thus
extremely expensive.
T ARNELE: This plant, which is very
similar in appearance to dandelion, can
be found almost anywhere in Arkania
and is one of the most basic supplies any
healer carries. An ointment made from
crushed tarnele leaves speeds up the
nightly regeneration of life energy.
THONNYS: This homely herb allows
elves, witches and druids to use astral
meditation, a practice normally open
only to magicians.
WHIRLWEED: Anything said about
the four -leafloneberry applies equally to
whirlweed. This, too, is in use all over
Arkania, but its effect is stronger than
the loneberry's. It should be present in
every well-supplied adventurer's backpack.

A PPEN D I X 4: D IS EASES
Disease and infection are no strangers to Arkania. Anything from the bite of an
infected animal to a virulent strain of bacteria can bring any one of a number of
ailments your way. Characters may suffer many afflictions from merely being drunk
to sweating out a raging bout of Swamp Fever. Contracting some illnesses may
simply be a matter of carelessness; others may possess such ramifications that a
speedy treatment is critical lest your entire party become infected by a particularly
contagious condition. Before a condition can be treated, however, it must first be
diagnosed. A character requires some amount ofTreat Disease skill just to figure
out what the problem is ... much less do anything about it. A poorly skilled character
may have difficulty recognizing a common cold.
Certain diseases may require a specific herbal treatment for any healing efforts to
be effective. Some may be so serious that trying anything less than the most skilled
healer in Arkania will be a futile waste of effort. A selection follows:
BATILEFIELD FEVER: Ghouls and
undead are the carriers of this insidious
disease which is especially dangerous for
elves. The infection spreads rapidly and
with serious consequences, made worse
by a debilitating loss of strength and life
energy. The only known treatment is
the combined application of joruga root
and gulmond leaves.
BLUE COUGH: Blue cough is only
possible as a consequence of numskull.
The patient must be confined to bed to
prevent the disease from worsening. If
this regimen is kept up, the disease will
likely pass. It may take a long time, but
rest and waiting is the only way to get rid
of blue cough once it develops.
FROSTBITE: There is no real treatment for frostbite. The best thing to do
is to prevent it by wearing good shoes and
warm clothes. In extreme weather conditions, especially in winter, characters
should avoid long marches.
NUMSKULL: A character suffering
from numskull feels weak and listless,
and also suffers some damage. The biggest danger connected with a numskull
infection is the possibility ofblue cough.
The usual cause for numskull is staying

in cold water for too long without drying
off properly and getting warm again
afterwards. Almost any healing herb
can be used to treat numskull.
PARALYSITIS: This dangerous disease, which can lead to total paralysis, is
mainly transmitted by undead. The only
chance a character with paralysitis has
ofbeing cured lies in fast treatment and
application of donf sprigs.
RABIES: Rabies is transmitted by bites
of wild animals. It is a rare, but often
deadly disease. Also, there is a danger
the infected character may attack his or
her own companions as he or she is
driven mad by the pain. For treatment,
the patient must stay in bed. The only
known herb with any effect against
rabies is joruga root.
TETANUS: It is almost certain that the
characters will have to deal with this
dangerous disease some time during
their adventures. Tetanus develops from
infected wounds made by monster bites
or rusty weapons. If not treated, the
infection can cause the character's
death. The characters should therefore
make a habit of cleaning and dressing all
wounds after battle.
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APPEND IX H: CUSTOME"- Sf"-VICE
In United States and Canada

See inside front cover for support phone numbers
and hours of operation
WE

A.PPR..ECIA.TE
youR..
COMMENTS

As you play Star Trail and read its manual, you may think of ways we can improve
our products. If you do, we want to hear from you. It's no secret thatwe'mout to
beat the fur leggings off other computer games, and with your help and ideas, we
can. Send your comments, compliments, criticisms and suggestions to:
Product Development
Sir-tech Software, Inc.
P.O. Box245
Ogdensburg, NY 13669

TECHNICA.L
SUPPOR..T AVA.ll.A.BLE
5 DA.YS
A. WEEK

Ifyour game isn't working as you would expect it to, feel free to call us at (315) 393?644 (sorry~ no_ game hints .. . tech support people don't play the game, so they'd
JU~t be makmg 1t up anyway). Technical Support lines are open Monday through
·
Fnday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. (except holidays). You may also write to us.
Technical Support
Sir-tech Software, Inc.
P.O.Box245
Ogdensburg, NY 13669
When you call or write, please have ready your computer make, amount of memory
and extended or expanded memory. Additionally, please inform us if your
computer has any special start-up programs or memory resident programs. For the
fastest service, be at your computer and have your computer on.

ONTA.CTINc;
'HE HOTLINE

Getting a busy signal when you dial us? When a game is first released, that's not
uncommon -lots of people are trying to get through. You may call (315) 393-6633
during the hours printed on the inside front cover of the manual, or you may write
to us. We have someone waiting to answer your letter.
Hints Hotline
Sir-tech Software, Inc.
P.O.Box245
Ogdensburg, NY 13669

FOR.. THE
BEST
SER..VICE
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Please return your warranty registration card. Doing so will guarantee you the
fastest possible repair or replacement of a damaged diskette. We'll also be able to
let you know about upcoming and newly released Sir-tech products .. . so you can
share in the fun.

For on-line support of Star Trail and other Sir-tech Products via CompuServe,
contact us in the Game Publishers B Forum (GO GAMBPUB). Our CompuServe
ID number is 76711,33. You may also join your fellow garners in the Garners Forum
(GO GAMERS). By joining CompuServe and the Game Publishers Forums, you
can get the latest product updates, read new product armouncements and
download demos of upcoming Sir-tech games. If you are not already a member of
CompuServe, call (800) 524-3388 and ask for representative 451 to get your free
introductory membership and $15.00 on-line usage credit. Sir-tech neither
endorses nor implies an endorsement of any on-line information service.

CONTA.CTJNc;
V5 ON
'
COMPUSER..VE

If your disk has become unreadable within 30 days of purchase, return it with a
dated, original receipt to Sir-tech Software, Inc. for a free replacement. After 30
days, enclose $10.00 to cover costs of media restoration or replacement plus $2.50
to cover shipping and handling. (NY residents, please add 7% sales tax to the total
ofrepair and shipping.) Prices are subject to change without notice. Please include
the following information in your package. Failure to do so could delay processing
time:

REP>/-1R..S
,
24-HOUR..S i
TUR..N-

Original master diskettes
Warranty card (if not already sent to us)
Letter explaining problem and computer configuration
For free replacements within 30 days, original and dated sales receipt (it
will be returned to you)
Forreplacements after 30 days, $10.00 repair charge plus $2.50 shipping
handling fee and tax if applicable

Please call ahead to determine availability
Product updates from Sir-tech are available for $15.00 for media update plus $2.50
to cover shipping and handling (NY residents, please add 7% sales tax to total of
update and shipping). Prices are subject to change without notice. Updates are
frequently available on CompuServe as well. Please include the following in your
package. Failure to do so could delay processing time:

VPDA.T€5
24-HOUR..
TU R..NA.R..OUN'D

Original master diskettes
Warranty card (if not already sent to us)
Letter requesting the update including computer configuration required
$15.00 update fee plus $2.50 shipping handling fee and tax if applicable
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APPENDIX 1: HINTS AND TIPS
1.

Pay close attention to all that the people of Arkania tell you.

2.

When creating your party, as in most fantasy role-playing games, strive for
balance and diversity.
You will want at least a couple of characters with good fighting skills and a
couple different types of magic users to cover a broader range of spells.
Magicians and Magiciennes offer a couple unique abilities, making them very
desirable (don't forget about their wands). Another really useful character is
one that can use missile weapons; Hunters are the most obvious choice, but
don't ignore the Elves. Dwarves provide good fighting talent (and also tend
to bring funds with them when they join your party) .
Plan ahead so that you have characters proficient in the key skill categories;
Survival in wilderness, Perception in dungeons, Herb Lore and Alchemy, and
Haggle in shops, just to name a few. And, make sure the leader of your party
possesses the appropriate skills for the area you're traveling in.

3.

The first thing on your agenda should be to gain some experience to build your
characters.

4. Outfit your characters to the best ofyour ability. Don't hold back when buying
armor and weapons, but do try to outfit as many characters as possible. Try to
cover as many "body parts" as possible. (A bullet-proof vest is great, but your
bare feet may give the opponent the opening he needs.)

5.

It's also a really good idea to focus some attention on potions and herbs. Read
carefully what some of the herbs can do and whether they can be eaten raw.
Healing potions are a virtual requirement for any well-supplied adventurer. If
you have them ready in your characters left hand, they can be used in an
instant, even in the thick of battle.

6.

Poison and a magician's wand is a marriage made in heaven.

7.

When traveling, be brave and try everything. Take options to try things when
given the chance to do so. It may not always work to your favor, but you never
know what you may find (you are adventurers after all). Ifyou save your game
as often as possible, this curiosity may not kill the cat.

8.

Explore the towns, even the "residences" where possible. If you get caught
breaking into people's houses though, you're going to jail (do not pass Go, do
not collect $200).

9.

Talk to people, get on their good side and get the inside scoop on Arkania.

APPENDIX I: HINTS AND TIPS
combat with a strong fighting character (Thorwalian, Warrior, Dwarf) while
you pelt him ftom afar with a character using missiles. Try to take the opponent
out of the action with a Lightning or Somnigravis spell which eliminates their
ability to attack.

The Inside Story
For the Novice Player or Seasoned Veteran

Star Trail
Clue Book
Everything you ever wanted to know about Star Trail is detailed in
this comprehensive Clue Book written by the lead tester on the
project. Strategies to get you started, hits and tips to keep you going,
and inside info to help you in your travels through the mysterious land
of Arkania.
Maps
Monster Descriptions
Item Listing
Non-Player Character Profiles
Walk Through
And More!
$19.95
Call (800) 447-1230 to order or
Visit your local retailer!
(price subject to change without notice)

10. Plan out your combat approach. Where you position your characters can mean
life or death. A useful tactic can be to tie up an opponent in hand-to-hand
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KVIR..A..SIM
Kvirasim is the place you meet the Elfish ambassador "Elsurion Starlight." He has
a mission he would like you to go on for him, but he's not the only one. Sudran
Alatzer, a merchant, will offer you 1000 Ducats to complete the mission for him
instead of Ambassador Starlight. Both new and imported games begin at the
TempleofPeraine (N12).

ABCD E FGH I
Bl6.

C7.
Cl6.
Dl8.

G9.
016.
Hll.
]7.
]13.

Kll.

Rumhild Rohalsdottir
Herbalist: Ancoron
Heralja Olafasen
EidaMatjus
lngrim, Son ofUtzlesch
Fladim Peterman
"Lovely Meadow" Tavern
Merchant: Jadwina
Market: Armorer
Market: Merchant

J KL MNOP Q RS
L4.
L13.
N6.
Nll.
N12.
P6.
Ql6.

R9.

"Rest" Inn
Market: Herbalist
Marje from Thorwal
"Peraine's Table" Tavern
Temple of Peraine
Hjore from Beilank
As grim Kollberg
Healer: ]adwina Greens ton
Watchoutforcrossbow bolts
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3.5" or 5.25" ...... .. .... ........... .... ....... .... ........ .............................................. .... ... ...... ... .. .. ... ... .. .. .. ....... $39.95
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Wizardry Trilogy 2 - Heart of the Maelstrom, Bane of the Cosmic Forge and Crusaders of the Dark
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Epilepsy Warning
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